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EDITORIAL
BLACK TOT DAY 31 July 2020 - 1970-2020
Black Tot Day (July 31, 1970) is the name given
Immediately after the June NL release, the PSU
(Power Supply Unit) literally went bang on my 4-year
to the last day on which the Royal Navy issued
old high spec computer. I contacted the Computer
sailors with a daily rum ration (the daily tot).
Builders in Bolton to be told the good news was the
part was under warranty. but the
bad news no supplies due to CV
until 11 June, so I thought it
would be an appropriate birthday
You soothed my nerves and warmed my limbs
present; wrong. Basically, on 13
And cheered my dismal heart.
Jun they told me they would not
Procured my wants, obliged my whims,
supply me like for like, as it was not part of the 10And now it’s time to part.
year guarantee on the part, and I would have had to
‘Mid endless perils of the deep
re-wire a new one in instead of just plug it in with
And miseries untold.
existing wires. Thus, I was forced to pay out
You summoned sweet forgetful sleep
£132.10p for what should have been a warranty
Cocooned me from the cold.
covered item for supply. Still now up and running,
and trying to piece all my notes for NL from the last
Ten years ago, the ‘pound o’leaf’
month from Libra and my broken Amazon Fire which
That cast its fragrant smell.
I dropped and broke also. Not been a good time.
About the ship, expired in grief
And sadness of farewell.
DS have made Some Important Decisions over
the last month or so and now all Members have
Though guests might find the
been contacted and the final decisions made with
pantry bare,
25 of our members voting yes, one at sea, and two
When e’er they choose to come.
not responded to email or phone messages and to
Your hospitality was there,
be followed up. Basically, as we had pre-prepared
A tot of Pussers Rum.
the AGM decisions all with a majority, and it was just
Two hundred years and more you filled
a case of turning up at the Jubilee for the traditional
The storm-tossed sailors need.
AGM free pint and formally pass the AGM it has
Now you’ve been killed, by spite distilled
been decided to draw a line under the AGM as
From jealousy and greed.
taken place, with the exception of one donation
And petty clerks with scrawny necks
which will be held in trust in the Welfare Account as
Who never saw a wave,
proposals not fully discussed and agreed.
Nor felt the spray nor heaving decks
Trafalgar Dinner. Our Committee unanimously
Consign you to your grave.
agreed to postpone the Traf Dinner until Oct 2021
Alas! However, I protest
and all members were consulted and agreed. Most
To save myself from hurt.
of the members are in the ‘At Risk’ group and a lot
They tell me that it’s for the best,
of us are still in lock-down until at least July.
to keep us all alert.
Ironically, when I contacted Hallmark they do not
expect to open for functions until at least November
And, so the time has
and they are not charging contract to cancel and
come, old Friend
hope we will rebook for next year. All we have to
To take the final sup
look forward to now is possibly a Christmas Lunch
Our tears are shed.
or Evening meal in December which will not require
This is the End.
as much notice of planning as a Traf Dinner.
Goodbye, and Bottoms up!
Continued in Col. 1 on Page 2
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The Leader in this Newsletter is obviously the
Black Tot Day 31 July commemorating the Fifty
Years of the stopping of the Tot in 1970. Those who
were in the RN will never forget the day, but
discipline was stricter in those days and thankfully
common sense prevailed. However, there was a lot
of anger and no one can dispute the RN changed
for ever the day the Tot was stopped. The decision
was made in Dec 1969 by the Admiralty and First
Lord of the Treasury & Minister for the Civil Service
which was Harold Wilson (Lab) who was
superseded by Ted Heath (Con) in June 1970.
Many never forgave the Conservatives for not
reversing the ruling. Within a few years the old very
knowledgeable Three Badge AB’s became as rare
as Rocking Horse S** as they went to pension and
the navy was desecrated of the Fleets to become
One Fleet e.g. CinCFleet and of course
our Far Flung Stations were shut down
meaning the experience of over 25 British
Warships and submarines exercising and
the showing the Flag trips to Japan, NZ &
Aussie. and all over the Far East, Med
and West. However, like stopping Duty
Free and the Tot which both had a
tendency to turn into lifetime dependency
(and expensive ones at that) maybe it was the right
time to Stop the Tot as Painful as it was at the time?
Unfortunately, I did not get Submariners response
to the Last day of the Tot but hope you find the
poems, skimmer stories, and of course the Church
Service
including
specially
written
hymn
interesting? As a consolation to Black Tot Day my
daughter sent me a bottle of Limited Edition 50th
Anniversary Pussers Rum to commiserate with
while celebrating my Birthday!!

Editor; At the time of putting this NL together on 15
June I have not had full access to my email or DS
files for a month, thus a lot of info to be trawled
through, and I apologise if any ones information or
articles you have sent me have not been printed but
will endeavour to use Stop Press before publication
for any urgent items I come across, which would
normally be in two days’ time, 17/6/20! If in doubt,
please send it again. I have learnt another bitter
lesson in life that your back-up systems cannot be
left in automatic even though they appeared to be
working correctly and the PSU appears to be the
heart of a computer keeping its heart beating.
NEWSLETTER CONTENTS
Page/s
01
02
03/04

Programme: I am personally in full lock-down until
at least the 1 July and the hospital MRI and appt has
been deferred until Nov, due to availability of scans.
Lunch Clubs cannot be considered until Pubs open
thus all our social activity is in limbo but we hope we
may able to do something at Christmas! I have
removed the June/July calendar information on the
last page as ALL items were marked Cancelled CV.
On my birthday 11 June it was announced the Aug
Crich Pilgrimage is also sadly cancelled, likewise
SA AGM/Reunion Kegworth cancelled until 2021,
but no other information to date on Dieso Boats
which I have decided with my health at present and
of course CV, I will have to cancel and have twice
as much of a good time on the weekend 7 Aug 2021!
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A POSITIVE THOUGHT FOR THE MONTH

I thank all DS Members for your telephone, email
and offers of other support through these difficult
times. With DS decisions made we can tick along
until Christmas and cross any bridges if
improvements are made regards CV and I will keep
in touch via the newsletter & internet with phone and
post for those not on line. They are difficult times
but, it is a case of making the best of it, and I have
been told by many that they now have the best weed
free gardens ever they have ever had!

The Easiest way to Find
Something Lost at Home,
Is to Buy a Replacement!
Terry Hall
The Trade Journal Newsletter Editor
Hon. Sec/Treasurer, Derbyshire Submariners’

Derby.Submariners@yahoo.co.uk
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UNPOLITICALLY CORRECT PAGES

CV HUMOUR
Samuel Pepys Diary 1664. On hearing ill
rumour that Londoners may soon be urged into
their lodgings by Her Majesty’s men, I looked
upon the streets to see a gaggle of striplings
making fair merry, and no doubt spreading the
plague well about. Not a care had these rogues
for the health of their elders! Editor: Not a lot
has changed has it?

Once again, The Washington Post has published the
winning submissions to its yearly neologism contest,
in which readers are asked to supply alternative
meanings for common words. The winners are:
01. Coffee (n) T the person upon whom one coughs.
02. Flabbergasted (adj), Appalled over how much
weight you have gained.
03. Abdicate (v), To give up all hope of ever having
a flat stomach.
04. Esplanade (v) To attempt an explanation while
drunk.
05. Willy-nilly (adj) Impotent.
06. Negligent (adj) Describes a condition in which you
absentmindedly answer the door in your nightgown.
07. Lymph (v) To walk with a lisp.
08. Gargoyle, Olive-flavoured mouthwash.
09. Flatulence (n) Emergency vehicle that picks
you up after you are run over by a steamroller.
10. Balderdash (n) A rapidly receding hairline.
11. Testicle (n) A humorous question on an exam.
12. Rectitude (n) The formal, dignified bearing
adopted by proctologists.
13. Pokemon A Rastafarian proctologist.
14. Oyster (n) A person who sprinkles his
conversation with Yiddishisms.
15. Frisbeetarianism (n)
(back by popular
demand): The belief that, when you die, your soul
flies up onto the roof and gets stuck there.
16. Circumvent (n) A opening in the front of boxer
shorts worn by Jewish men.

Lock Down Plan A. I’m giving up drinking for a
month. Sorry, bad punctuation. I’m giving up.
Drinking for a month

When CV is Over, the first person to walk out of
a chip shop is going to get torn apart by a flock of
starving seagulls

High Jump. Are you aware that a new world
record has been set for the High Jump from a
Kneeling position? The record (0.757 meters) remember this is from a Kneeling position, was
set recently on a beach near Bournemouth. A
photograph was taken a split second before the
jump, and to give you an idea as to how it was
achieved. Turn to Bottom of page 4 Column 1
for Answer!

So Technically when you now show up at the
bank in a mask and gloves it is now ok?

I Woke to go to the toilet in the middle of the night
and noticed a burglar sneaking through next door's
garden.
Suddenly my neighbour came from
nowhere and smacked him over the head with a
shovel killing him instantly. He then began to dig a
grave with the shovel. Astonished, I got back into
bed. My wife said ‘Darling, you're shaking, what is
it?’ ‘You'll never believe what I've just seen!’ I said,
‘That Tosser next door has still got my bloody
shovel.’

Sign in Lifestyle Catalogue. Sorry, the lifestyle
you ordered is currently out of stock.
I was Thinking about old age and decided that old
age is when you still have something on the ball, but
you are just too tired to bounce it.

'I've had Bad Luck with both my wives.
The first one left me, and the second one didn't.'
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Forget Global warming and COVID-19, if you
really need further proof that the human race is
doomed, here are some actual label instructions on
a few consumer goods:- On packaging for a
Rowenta Iron Do not iron clothes on body, On
Boot’s Children’s Cough Medicine Do not drive a car
or operate machinery once taken. On Nytol sleep
Aid Warning: May cause drowsiness. On a Korean
made kitchen knife Warning: Keep out of children.
On a string of Chinese made Christmas lights: For
indoor or outdoor use only. On a Japanese Food
Processor Not to be used for the other use? On
Sainsbury’s Peanuts - Warning: Contains nuts & on
an airline packet of nuts: Warning: May contain nuts.

A Devout Muslim was sitting next to a Submariner
on a plane. The Submariner ordered a double
Pussers Rum. The stewardess asked the Muslim if
he'd like a drink. He replied in disgust ‘I'd rather be
raped by a dozen whores than let liquor touch my
lip. The Submariner handed his drink back and
said, ‘Me too, I didn't know we had a choice?’
When I was Young, I decided to go to Medical
School. At the entrance exam we were asked to
rearrange the letters ‘PNEIS’ and form the name of
an important human body part which is most useful
when erect. Those who answered 'SPINE' are
doctors today, while the rest of us are sending jokes
via email!

My Next Trip (Supplied by Bob Pointer)
I didn't get old on purpose, it just happened. If you're
lucky, it could happen to you! I have been in many
places, but I've never been in Kahoots. Apparently,
you can't go alone. You have to be in Kahoots with
someone. I've also never been in Cognito. I hear
no one recognises you there. I have, however, been
in Sane. They don't have an airport; you have to be
driven there. I have made several trips there,
thanks to my children, friends, family and work. I
would like to go to Conclusions, but you have to
jump, and I'm not too much on physical activity
anymore. I have also been in Doubt. That is a sad
place to go, and I try not to visit there too often. I've
been in Flexible, but only when it was very important
to stand firm. Sometimes I'm in Capable, and I go
there more often as I'm getting older. One of my
favourite places to be is in Suspense! It really gets
the adrenalin flowing and pumps up the old heart!
At my age I need all the stimuli I can get! I may have
been in Continent, but I don't remember what
country I was in. It's an age thing. They tell me it is
very wet and damp there. Please Do Your Part.
You can do your bit by remembering to send this
information to at least one other person. My job is
done! Life is too short for negative drama and petty
things. So, laugh insanely, love truly and forgive
quickly! From one unstable person to another I
hope everyone is happy in your head. we're all
doing pretty well in mine! I didn’t get old on purpose,
it just happened. If you're lucky, it could happen to
you!

A Derbyshire Farmer had 500 hens but no
cockerel. He went to his neighbour who said ‘You
can have this bird. His name is Jack. He is a real
stud and I reckon in his previous life he was a
Submariner’. The farmer took the bird home and
said, ‘It’s your first day Jack, so take it slow mate, all
right?’ The farmer put Jack in the hen house and
soon heard the hens squawking madly. Jack has
had had his wicked way with every one of them.
Then the bird went on to have all the ducks and
geese at the farm pond as well. But the following
morning the farmer found Jack lying there dead with
his legs sticking up in the air and some sparrow
hawks and crows circling overhead. ‘Jack’ the
farmer cried out distraught. ‘Why did you have to
die so soon?’ ‘Be quiet’ Jack whispered. ‘They
were about to land’.
Young Jim Hawkins was sat contemplating the
current situation in the Admiral Benbow Inn nursing
half a pint of Pussers, as you do. Everyone was
keeping social distance, even the ship's cat had
legged it. He understood that keeping apart
stopped the virus but being just a mere cabin boy
with a 9:9 NAMET score it was all a bit woolly.
Suddenly the door burst open and in strode Long
John Silver. 'Hello Long John,' says Jim, can you
explain to me the reasons for keeping apart all the
time, 'R' says Long John!
Tugg Tales, SOCA News Sept 1999
Tugg was storing the boat. He walked through the
accommodation carrying a box of frozen chickens.
The box burst open and one fell out, so he kicked it
along the deck. The Coxswain shouted, ‘Wilson
you’ve dropped one!’ Tugg replied, ‘No worries
Swain, it’s the one for the Wardroom’.

Answer to the High Jump Question from Page 3

Tugg staggers aboard with a pet pig under his arm.
‘You can’t bring that animal on the boat’, the 1st Lt
told him. ‘It’s all right sir, I can always keep it in the
after ends’. ‘And what about the smell Wilson?’
‘Oh, he’ll get used to it, the same as we do’.
On Leave, Tugg went along to support the local
village fete. He decided to visit the clairvoyant. ‘You
are a seaman, married with two children’ she said.
‘No, I’m a seaman with three kids,’ he replied.
‘That’s what you think’ said the clairvoyant.
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LET YOURSELF REST
If you’re exhausted, Rest,
If you don’t feel like starting a new project, Don’t.
If you don’t feel the urge to make something New,
just rest in the beauty of the old, the familiar, the Known.
If you don’t feel like talking, Stay Silent.
If you’re fed up with the news, Turn it Off.
If you want to postpone something until tomorrow, Do it.
If you want to do nothing, let yourself do nothing Today.
Feel the fullness of the Emptiness,
the vastness of the Silence,
the sheer life in your unproductive Moments.
Time does not always need to be filled.
You are enough, simply in your being.
Jeff Foster War Widows Magazine

JEFF BACON © CARTOONS

This cartoon is a Classic not only for the Armed
Forces of the world but Business and any form of
Organisation. As a recent insertion in our
Derbyshire newsletter recently (Possibly from a
T-Shirt) I am not saying it was your fault, I am just
stating I am Blaming You. Some, may even think
this applies to their wife’s attitude?

Why I Decided to Join the Communications Branch
Adapted by the Port Phillip RNA Australia.
The DS Editor declares a bias having been a CRS in
service and on the day, I attended the RN & RM
Recruiting on Carrington Street Nottingham at the
tender age of 15 in 1966. I was able to spell my name
so that excluded me from the Seaman Branch. I had
also washed and shaved what few whiskers I had
and could speak a known language so Stokers were
ruled out. I explained to the interviewer that I could
mend a puncture on a bicycle so was over qualified
for Electricians and Artificers. I knew the name of my
father so the Regulators who I often met later on in
my service were also out of the question. I had
turned up with the right kit, at the right place, at the
right time, so a Stores Assistant was pointless. I
explained that I could boil an egg without burning the
water so Cook was out of the question. At the time,
I disliked the thought of sitting in a metal container full
of smelly men playing cards all day so this ruled me
out of being a Submariner. He asked me if I liked
girls and, as I had one or two on the go, I said I did
and that struck off of the WAFU’s (Fleet Air Arm). I
could count to more than five so no to Steward. As I
liked a drink, or maybe a lot to drink, that the ruledout RM, quick smart. So, with a sigh, he duly opened
his top drawer and took out a large golden envelope.
It was marked ‘For issue to the Most Magnificent
Bastards only’ and gave it to me. There and then I
enlisted into Her Majesty’s Royal Navy and behold a
Communicator was born, and never regretted a
single day.

When the Ex- Tiff died his wife put the usual
obituary notice in the papers and Navy News, but
added that he died of Gonorrhoea. No sooner had
the Navy News been delivered
when his best Oppo phoned the
family and complained bitterly,
‘You know very well that he died of
Diarrhoea, not gonorrhoea. His
widow replied, ‘I nursed him night
and day, so of course I know he died of diarrhoea,
but I thought it would be better for posterity to
remember him as a great lover rather than the big
shit he always was!

A Gardener’s Hymn Alan Titchmarsh
Eternal Father, cure my doubts
And keep the aphids off my sprouts.
Let weevil, codling moth and flea
Eat someone else’s mange-tout pea
Oh, hear me when I shout and cry
And send a cure for carrot fly.
Make all my courgettes long and fat
And neutralise my neighbour’s cat.
Let not my spuds fall prey to blight
Nor rosebuds vanish in the night.
O, hear us when we cry to thee
For those who garden on TV.
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WELFARE MATTERS

Cryptocurrency Investment Fraud is a type of
criminality where investors are tricked into using
fake cryptocurrency trading platforms and it is
unfortunately on the rise. Victims are lured in with
adverts on social media which promise fantastic
gains and are convinced to send substantial funds
to the trading platform operators. Unbeknownst to
victims, their investment funds are directly
benefiting fraudsters who use the trading site as a
guise to convince them that they have lost all of their
money through bad trades. We have also recently
had instances of victims being re-targeted by fake
trading platforms who wish to trick them into buying
Bitcoin. Fraudsters are exploiting the current
uncertainty of the financial market to offer
seemingly fantastic investment returns which
appear too good to be true. They often use celebrity
endorsements in fake news articles to try and
convince people the investment is legitimate.
Victims are bombarded with confusing technical
jargon as scammers exploit a lack of knowledge on
a technical subject, such as cryptocurrency, to
persuade people into letting the trading platform
‘manage’ their account for them. The following is
an account of how someone recently fell victim to
this type of scam. ‘My partner had been reviewing
online endorsements from Richard Branson,
Gordon Ramsey and others about trading Bitcoin.
They were so impressed they decided to invest
£250 online with the platform in question. Shortly
after this our house phone was ringing and it was
someone claiming to be from the trading platform
offering to manage our account.’ There are a
number of ways in which trading platforms will
attempt to contact potential victims, these include:
Calls, text messages, emails, WhatsApp, Facebook
messenger and so on. Offenders will claim to be a
representative from a trading platform and build
relationships with you over a period of time to instil
trust. Fake news articles on social media or
phishing emails (that may even appear to be from
people you know – their accounts could have been
compromised).

Armed Forces Charities Report 14 May 2020r
Funding to support Armed Forces charities doing
vital work during pandemic. Defence Minister
Johnny Mercer has announced extra funding to
support frontline Armed Forces charities across
the UK. Serving personnel, Veterans and their
families will benefit from an additional £6 million
of new funding to ensure they get the support they
need during the coronavirus outbreak. The sum
is part of a package of support announced by the
Chancellor in April to ensure charities can
continue their vital work during the pandemic. It
will be offered in addition to existing funding for
Veteran’s mental health and the Armed Forces
Covenant Trust.
The funding is now available to apply for and it will
be distributed in the form of grants administered
by the AF’s Covenant Fund Trust, backed by the
MoD and the Cabinet Office, and will be given to
charities across the UK that work in nine key
areas affected by the impact of the coronavirus.
The nine key areas are: Support to the elderly
(including care homes), Mental and physical
health, Welfare, Domestic violence, Housing,
Criminal Justice System, Service families
(including
childcare),
Bereavement
&
Employment. Visit the AF’s Covenant Fund Trust
website
for
further
details
https://covenantfund.org.uk/2020/05/12/emergen
cy-funding-for-frontline-armed-forces-charitiesworking-with-armed-forces-communities/ Small
and medium sized charities can also bid for
funding through the National Lottery Community
fund, which has an allocation of £370-million to
support the sector.
Derbyshire Rural Hardship Fund
The Office of the Derbyshire Deputy Lt’s
You may be aware that a Rural Hardship Fund has
been established to provide financial and mental
health support to people living in Rural Derbyshire
who are struggling with the impact of Covid-19,
details attached. Applicants do, however, need to
be referred by one of the following agencies (if you
click on the underlined sections in the attached then
you will be taken to the relevant webpage):
Derbyshire Rural Chaplaincy Team, Farming
Community Network (FCN), Farming Life Centre
(FFLC), Feed Derbyshire Food Banks or
Community Café or Citizen’s Advice. The Citizen’s
Advice is currently fully working by telephone and
via webchat and can assist with any referrals. It is
best to Google ‘Citizen’s Advice’ to find details of
your local office but if you encounter any problems
then please email me on kate@snitterton.org or
telephone me on 01629 583311 and I will do my
best to help. best wishes

How to protect yourself: Do Not provide your
identity documents. These fake trading platforms
will request proof of your identity. They will tell you
this is to comply with anti-money laundering
regulations; however, the criminals will use your
details to sign up for accounts with other services in
your name without your permission. Do Not allow
anyone remote access to your computer. During
communications about an investment opportunity
they may say that this is necessary to download
software to help set up / manage account. If you
think you may already be a victim report it to your
bank immediately and contact Action fraud on 0300
123 2040 or online:
https://reporting.actionfraud.police.uk/login.

Kate Alcock DL

C. Woodall (Police, Comms Admin, Derbyshire)
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Ambush Donate to Helensburgh Food Bank
June 11, 2020 Armed Forces News
The crew of RN submarine HMS Ambush raised
£1,200 for Helensburgh and Lomond Foodbank.
The fund-raising was the brainchild of CPO Richie
Mackie, senior rates’ mess president on the Astuteclass attack submarine, who wanted to do
something to help families struggling during the
current Covid-19 crisis. ‘I was watching the news
and thinking about what we could do to help,’ he
said. ‘There are so many people experiencing
hardship at the moment so I thought that HMS
Ambush’s ship’s company could do something for
those in need. ‘In the end we raised half the money
by selling branded cups and the other half through
a ‘500 numbers’ game.’ Submariners at sea during
Christmas patrol sometimes play a numbers game,
with crewmembers paying £1 and the winning
number paying out a cash prize. HMS Ambush
decided to do the same for the foodbank with 500
numbers going quickly among the crew, family
members and friends raising £600 for the good
cause. The cheque for £1,200 was handed over to
the Helensburgh and Lomond Foodbank at their
headquarters at Red Cross Hall in Helensburgh this
week. Susan Davidson from Helensburgh and
Lomond Foodbank said: ‘Our service has increased
in use over the six years since starting, but in the
last few months we have seen a much bigger
increase in the bags we have given out. ‘In the last
quarter – March to May – we have issued 653 bags.
Last year at the same time it was 495 from both our
sites. ‘Huge thanks to Ambush for the cheque and
for the way so much money was collected by the
submariners, family and friends.’
Staffed by
volunteers, Helensburgh and Lomond Foodbank
issues food donated by the local community to those
experiencing food poverty in the area. The group
operates from Red Cross Hall at East Princes Street
and also has a presence in Rosneath at Howie Park.

of eight students, being trained for service on board
Vanguard class submarines reached the culmination
of their ten-week ‘dry phase’, the classroom part of
the course conducted on dry land at the Fleet
Operational Sea Training (North) facility on the base.
The facility's Captain, Ian Breckenridge, presented
each student with their certificates in the memorial
garden outside the HMS Neptune wardroom. The
course, provides future submariners with the
knowledge essential for joining their first RN
submarine, with trainees required to demonstrate an
intimate understanding of more than 30 complex
engineering systems which operate the nuclear
submarines and keep the crew safe. ‘I wanted to be
a submariner so that I could work with all three
sciences and be faced with extra challenges to
overcome in my day to day life.’ said Medical
Assistant (MA) Lucy Milner-Smith. ‘I'm most excited
about being able to do a job that I am a genuinely
passionate about to the best of my ability. I cannot
wait to go on my first sea draft.’ Prospective
submariners join SMQ (North) at HM Naval Base
Clyde for the dry phase of their training.
After successfully completing a final exam, oral board
and walk-rounds of a nuclear submarine, they passout, eventually joining a nuclear submarine, where
the 'wet phase' of their training begins. Only after
trainees have completed both phases successfully
are, they entitled to wear the coveted ‘Dolphins’
Badge’, the mark of a qualified submariner. MA Allan
Adam who also received his certificate said: ‘The
reason I joined the submarine service was to test
myself. 'Not everyone has the right frame of mind to
become a submariner. Being stuck under water for a
lengthy period without any sunlight could be daunting
but it's a challenge I think I will relish. ‘Once you earn
your dolphins, you become part of a special team and
I cannot wait to become part of that.’
All Royal Navy Submariners Face 14 days in
Quarantine before Missions
Plymouth Live 19 May
All RN submariners must go through 14-days in
quarantine before they can deploy on missions
during the COVID-19 coronavirus pandemic, it has
emerged.
Answering a written question in
Parliament asking what steps the Government is
taking to minimise the risk of COVID-19
coronavirus infection amongst personnel in the RN
Submarine Service , Defence Minister James
Heappey said: ‘Mitigation measures are being put
in place to minimise the risk of COVID-19 onboard
a submarine and to maintain the health and
wellbeing of their ships' companies.
‘The
Submarine Service is following Public Health
England (PHE) guidelines where practical for all
personnel and, to reduce the risk of transmission,
further emphasis is being placed on the cleaning of
communal
areas and
personal hygiene.
‘Measures have been introduced prior to sailing
which involve the whole ship's company
quarantining onboard the submarine. In addition,

Talent’s Crew Celebrate S/M Birthday at Sea
08 June 2020 Navy News
RN Trafalgar Class submarine HMS Talent reached
a significant milestone recently when she hit 30!
Launched on March 12, 1990, HMS Talent has
steamed over 600,000 nautical miles during her
career, most of them underwater on patrol. So, it
was fitting that her crew marked her 30th
anniversary in Talent’s natural environment – under
the sea where she has spent so much of her
working life. It wouldn’t be a birthday without a cake
and the submarine’s team of Royal Navy chefs
stepped-up to create a submarine-shaped one for
the occasion.
Trainee Submariners Complete First Phase of
'Qualifying Course' at Faslane
Craig Borland @helensburghadv 3 June 2020
Eight submariner trainees at HM Naval Base Clyde
recently passed-out from the first phase of their
Submarine Qualifying Course (SMQ) under strict
social distancing conditions. On May 21, the class
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Why the RN’s Next Submarine Will Be a Real Killer
Caleb Larson National Interest 7 May 2020
Even though some Astute-class hulls are still being
laid down, their replacement is being drawn up by
the RN Here’s why. More Enemies, More Problems.
In a recent press release, the First Sea Lord Admiral
Tony Radakin stated that 2019 was a bumper year
for the RN. He explained that 2019 saw ‘the highest
Russian activity in the North Atlantic for over 30
years. Submarines are getting quieter, more
capable and harder to detect.’ Perhaps as a result
of Russian naval revanchism, the RN is ‘growing for
the first time in 70 years. And between 2015 and
2025 our tonnage will increase by nearly 30%.’
While Russian submarine operations are definitely
increasing, so are Russian naval capabilities. One
striking example of new Russian navy tech is the
much-vaunted Poseidon torpedo, which is
reportedly both nuclear-armed and nuclearpropelled. The RN aims to counter the Russian
Navy writ large, and this threat specifically.

personnel who are, or whose households are,
symptomatic will be isolated before embarking, in
accordance with PHE self-isolation guidelines.’
‘Any individual who experiences symptoms while
at sea will isolate onboard in accordance with PHE
guidelines and receive the appropriate medical
attention, until either recovery is established or
they can be safely removed and returned to shore.’
PHE says that all people from households where
one person has symptoms must self-isolate for 14
days. Plymouth Live understands this ruling for
submariners is subtly different to the one for sailors
in the surface fleet, which is following the ‘stringent
measures’ being followed at military bases, such
as HMNB Devonport in Plymouth.
Trident II D5 Missile: Keeping Up with
Changing Times
Strategic Systems Programme 6 May, 2020
General Dynamics Electric Boat won a $60.6
million contract external link to provide US Trident
II Strategic Weapon System (SWS) ship alterations
and UK SWS ship alterations for Strategic
Systems
Program
shipboard
integration
installations. The Trident missile is a submarinelaunched ballistic missile (SLBM) equipped with
multiple independently targetable. Nuclear tipped
missiles were first deployed on board US
submarines at the height of the Cold War in the
1960s, to deter a Soviet first strike. The deterrence
theorists argued that, unlike their land-based
cousins, submarine-based nuclear weapons
couldn’t be taken out by a surprise first strike,
because the submarines were nearly impossible to
locate and target. Which meant that Soviet leaders
could not hope to destroy all of America’s nuclear
weapons before they could be launched against
Soviet territory. SLBM/FBM (Submarine Launched
Ballistic Missile/Fleet Ballistic Missile) offered
shorter ranges and less accuracy than their landbased ICBM (Inter-Continental Ballistic Missile)
counterparts, but the advent of Trident C4 missiles
began extending those ranges, and offering other
improvements. The C4s were succeeded by larger
Trident II D5 missiles, which added precision
accuracy and more payload.

One of the hulls that will push up the Navy’s tonnage
is the successor to the Astute-class. Though the
Royal Navy’s Astute-class successor does not yet
have a name, some basic features of the class can
be guesstimated thanks to open-source information
available online. According to the naval expert H. I.
Sutton, the Astute-successor will likely be a quarter
larger than the Astute-class thanks to the machinery
used for building the Dreadnought-class, another
yet-to-be-launched class and the Vanguard-class
successor. In many ways, the Astute-successor
could have quite a few things in common with the
Dreadnought-class, since commonality would keep
production costs lower. It is highly likely that the
Astute-successor will have the same nuclear
reactor propulsion system as the Dreadnoughtclass. In keeping with British submarine design, the
class will also likely have six torpedo tubes arranged
in the lower half of the hull, with a bow-mounted
sonar array above.
Also, in keeping with the Astute-class, sonar will be
bow-mounted, towed, and in a port-and-starboard
flank arrangement, giving the Astute-successor a
wide field of sonar detection. Bigger and Better
The trend in submarine design is bigger and bigger
hulls, manned by small and smaller crews. This is
thanks to an increasingly large amount of
automation. While this is certainly a boon to navies
around the world, the human cost is harder to
define. Fewer hands on deck may mean more crew
rotations for things like normal day-to-day duties or
standing watch, all of which raises the possibility of
crew fatigue. Still, a smaller crew frees up valuable
space for additional weapons. If the Astutesuccessor is as capable as it appears to be, then an
ammunition shortage could be its biggest problem.
After picking off a number of surface ships and subs,
the Astute-successor might be more limited by
ammunition than by the crew food. Caleb Larson

The year that the Trident II D5 ballistic missile was
first deployed, 1990, saw the beginning of the end
of the missile’s primary mission. Even as the
Soviet Union began to implode, the D5’s
performance improvements were making the
Trident submarine force the new backbone of the
USA’s nuclear deterrent. and of Britain’s as well.
To ensure that this capability was maintained at
peak readiness and safety, the US Navy undertook
a program in 2002 to replace aging components of
the Trident II D5 missile called the D5 Life
Extension (LE) Programme. This full article covers
D5 LE, as well as support and production contracts
associated with the American and British Trident
missile fleets and is 41 pages long thus this is a
short review.
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DERBYSHIRE NL FEEDBACK

Divisional Officers Feedback. Hi Terry Note this
from the excellent article by the naval scholar you
recently published. Divisional Officers only receive 2
weeks management training, normally at the end of
circa 18 months Technical/Trade training.
http://rnsubs.co.uk/articles/development/the-silentdeep.html Many of my comment are based on the
poor management practices that have gone on since
Nelson's Navy, RA/SMs in command for too short a
period, to both run operations and determine the
future. Obviously didn't think about at the time, but
with a long career in management, and a later
interest in naval history, I began to see flaws in the
system caused by clinging to the past. Noted your
comments about the virus, we are doing quite well
here in NZ, but there are still too many idiots who
want break the rules, for money or pleasure. They
should have lived through WW2 as my wife and I did
as young people. Keep Well. Peter

Message from HM's Lord Lieutenant of
Derbyshire, William Tucker CVO.
Thank You Cards. It is likely that those who have
worked so hard throughout all parts of the NHS will
receive some form of national recognition once we
get through this crisis and we wait to see what form
that might take. In recent discussions with some of
my fellow Lord-Lieutenants, especially those in the
North East and Yorkshire, I have learned that a
number of them have sent out personal ‘Thank You’
cards to individuals, not involved in the NHS, who
have contributed in some other way to better the lot
of their fellow citizens, especially in rural areas of
their counties. I am sure that you will have witnessed
some of these good deeds in your own organisation
and in the part of the County in which you live.
Literally hundreds of people have gone 'above and
beyond' to help others perhaps in ensuring the
elderly are looked after, food and medicines are
distributed, or just generally looking after neighbours.
There are lots of wonderful initiatives being taken by
very many people of all ages, in all kinds of voluntary
organisations. I have decided that this is well worth
doing and my colleagues (without exception) tell me
that it is a gesture which is very much appreciated.
The Queen is the fount of all honour and LordLieutenants present Awards on her behalf, that is
why a personal card rather than an Award of any kind
is more appropriate in these circumstances. I would
appreciate it if you were to nominate anyone (as
many as you like) you know either in your
organisation/town/village or (and perhaps more
especially) in any part of the county’s life in which you
are involved who you think should be thanked by the
Lieutenancy for what they are doing.

J.P. Misson. Sonar images, included in Press:
https://www.tvm.com.mt/en/news/wwii-mysterysolved-hms-urge-discovered-off-malta/
&
https://edition.cnn.com/travel/article/lost-submarinewwii-found-scli-intl-gbr/index.html
and
(both)
claimed to be of the wreck of HMS Urge, can’t be of
Urge for the following reason: Both Wrecks have
been stripped of their casings! Except for a short
section of After Casing, identified on Attachments
#3 and #4, the Casings are entirely missing! This
indicates that these wrecks are two out of the three
submarines that were bombed and sunk in Malta
harbour in April 1942, (HMS Pandora, P36, P39)
brought to the surface after the war and stripped of
their casing before being dumped offshore. These
wrecks have been further identified as follows:
Because of a Broken Back, and an open E/R Hatch
seen on Attachment # 5, this wreck is HMS P39.
Because of Bows sheared off, a Derrick on the deck
and a trapezoidal Tail Fin seen on Attachment #6,
this wreck is HMS Pandora. Attachments #1 and #2
are sonar images of ‘Wrecks of Wrecks’ because,
prior to being dropped offshore Malta after the war,
they stayed for some years as Wrecks on the
bottom of Malta harbour! The observations listed
above are unchallengeable and the implications are
damning: The Claim that the wreck of HMS Urge
has been found off Malta is fraudulent. The Wreck
of HMS Urge has been at Marsa El Hilal, Libya,
since 29 April 1942 and this was reported to the
MoD in 2015. The original statement of identification
was complemented in 2017 with Italian Archival
Documents Attachment. (Attachment #7 is one of six
sheets of the Italian Ops Report of the attack on an
enemy submarine on April 29th 1942 , Marsa el Hilal)
You
Tube
https://youtu.be/Wgj8HXss3o4
&
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b_walq10kyk

Please let Debra have your nominations by email
(names, addresses and a one-liner on why you are
nominating) as soon as possible and please add to
them if you think of others after your initial list.
debra.heaton@derbyshiredales.gov.uk, I would very
much welcome your support of this initiative. Very
best wishes, and keep safe!
Good Morning Terry, Hope you are well, being
locked in? Isn’t much different for you submariners
and those of us that spent lots of time at sea is it?
Thank you for your latest dit, good read as always.
Just a small point which you may or may not be
aware of. In your Phishing e-mail warning. It says
report them to Action fraud, that is no longer the case,
although it does tell you on their web site, the address
to report now is report@phishing.gov.uk They have
combined the Action Fraud web site with the
NFIBPhishing@city-of-london.pnn.police.uk to put it
all under one roof so to speak. Just thought I would
mention it. I get lots of crap from supposedly DVLA,
Television licensing or a myriad of other scammers
and always report them that is why I mention it. Hope
that is of interest or use to you. Stay safe,
Best Regards George ex FNA

Editor: This email information was accompanied
with eight picture attachments which would overload
our newsletter in size and web space, thus if you wish
this information please contact JP Direct on
missonjp@hotmail.com quote TJ249
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Upgrading the Royal Navy’s Nuclear Submarine
Support Facilities
Saving the Royal Navy, 28 April 2020
Plans to convert another dry dock in Devonport to
refit the Dreadnought class submarines were
recently revealed in an outline planning application.
Here we examine the context and reasons for the
upgrade. Number 10 Dock is the biggest dry dock at
Devonport and Babcock Marine, who operate the
yard, have plans for a complete refurbishment to
create a second facility certified to take the largest
nuclear submarines. Stringent modern regulations
require that the nuclear facilities must have
redundant systems and be able to withstand
earthquakes, high tides and high winds. The
requirement to withstand a severe earthquake
(Considered likely to happen, just once in 10,000
years in Plymouth) is particularly demanding from an

equipment and plant is connected by over 20km of
pipework and 150km of electrical cable in 92 rooms.
The new development at 10 Dock will have
similarities with the 9 Dock upgrade project but does
not have the cost of complexity of the RAH and
PCD/ACRC as it is not intended to be used for
nuclear refuelling or de-refuelling operations. The
2.61-hectare dock will be considerably narrowed and
shortened by the reinforcement of the East and West
walls and construction of a new headwall (the white
areas on the mock-up). The dock will be served by
electrical, water and waste pipework accommodated
in subway structures in the new walls. A new Water
Retaining Boundary (WRB) will be built to protect the
dock from tidal surges and possible future water level
rise associated with climate change. Two obsolete
support buildings, N125 and N093 on the west side
of the dock will be demolished and replaced with a
single building containing offices, production facilities
and staff amenities. The phased project is planned
to begin in 2021 and Babcock estimates the peak
construction time is likely to be between late 2022
and early 2025. New jobs will be created and up to
650 workers will be employed on site. It should be
noted that the design is still under development and
may be refined further, the proposals made public so
far are for the purposes of environmental
assessment.
History. 9 and 10 Dock was were constructed
between 1896 and 1907 to accommodate the
revolutionary new class of Dreadnought battleships.
As battleships rapidly developed, acquiring heavier
guns and armour they grew in displacement,
considerably beyond what the architects of the dry
docks had originally envisaged. The 38,000-ton
battleships Nelson and Rodney, built during the
1920s, had a beam of over 32 meters, wider than any
previous capital ships. Between 1936-39, Number
10 Dock at Devonport was been enlarged and could
accommodate any ship in the navy, except HMS
Hood. 10 Dock continued to be used for dry-docking
the RN’s largest ships into the modern era, most
recently the refit of HMS Albion completed between
2014-17. With the loss of HMS Ocean, the LPDs are
the only large capital ships left (apart from the QEC
carriers that are too large for any of the dry docks in
Portsmouth or Devonport). Assuming HMS Bulwark
is eventually re-activated, she can be accommodated
in the slightly smaller number 8 Dock, which will be
the last remaining big dry dock at Devonport. The
other large vessels of the Naval Service belonging to
the RFA are maintained away from the naval bases,
at facilities in Falmouth and Birkenhead.

engineering perspective. Very robust structures are
needed and systems such as cooling water and
electrical power need to have multiple backups in the
event of failure. Between 1999 and 2002 the
adjacent number 9 Dock was refurbished to conduct
refits and refueling of the Vanguard-class
submarines. The original dock floor was removed
and a new floor with integral drainage system was
constructed and fitted with a cradle to secure the
submarine. The old dock was considerably narrowed
by lining with counterfort walls constructed on top of
the new dock floor. A new dockside edge structure
(cope) with service subways to carry piping and
cables was constructed on top of the counterforts.
The cope was secured by more than seventy, 760millimetre diameter steel piles anchored in 12-metre
sockets anchored in the rock. The dock entrance is
sealed by very large multi-cellular caissons and
seismically-qualified dockside cranes have been
installed.
To enable nuclear refueling, a new Reactor Access
House (RAH) was built that moves on rails to be
aligned over the reactor compartment. Spent fuel
can be raised up into the RAH and new fuel rods
lowered into place. At the head of the dock, a Primary
Circuit Decontamination and Alternative Core
Removal Cooling (PCD/ACRC) system building was
constructed. The PCD/ACRC building contains the
plant used to cool the reactor, apply chemical
decontamination and inject or remove boronated
water reactivity suppressant. The building’s

Regulations have been considerably tightened since
10 Dock was last used for nuclear submarine
maintenance necessitating this major works project
which will eventually see Devonport have 4 nuclearcertified dry docks. 9 Dock will be in continual use
completing the delayed refit and refuel of HMS
Vanguard, followed by Long Overhaul Periods (LOP)
for HMS Victorious, Vigilant and Vengeance.
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Fortunately, it would appear that refuelling the 3
younger boats can be avoided but each LOP will take
around 3 years and it will be the early 2030s before
they are completed. When the next-generation
SSBN, HMS Dreadnought, arrives in the early
2030’s, Number 9 dock will be needed to de-fuel the
decommissioned HMS Vanguard and the other boats
as they are replaced. Assuming space can be found,
the decommissioned Vanguards maybe stored afloat
for some time after being de-fuelled but eventually
they will need to be dismantled. 9 Dock is the only
facility large enough and equipped for the work.

A second simulator has been built at DSTL’s
Portsdown West site which replicates and will build
upon the Southampton facility and will enable more
sensitive data to be generated. Industry delivered
Human Machine Interface (HMI) prototypes that
‘mash’ sensor information together in an approach
that will pave the way for enabling future RN
command teams to adopt ‘new ways of working’.
Dstl’s Technical Partner, Chris Parnell, commented:
‘Analysis generated during the first stage of the
programme using the Southampton University
simulator was very valuable. It demonstrated that colocation of operators highly dependent on each other
for task completion creates greater efficiency in terms
of information flow and increases Command team
capacity. Having operators facing inwards creates
conditions for much better shared situation
awareness between the Command team; and
placing the Officer of the Watch in the centre of the
Command team leads to a more efficient tactical
picture generation.’ Dstl is now undertaking human
in the loop assessments of novel HMIs that will
introduce ‘new ways of working’ for future submarine
command teams. This will include alternative roles,
new procedures, adjustments to manning and
changes to training regimes.
The ComTET
programme has been running since 2014. This was
initially funded through the Chief Scientific Advisor’s
Science & Technology programme and now as a
Technology Demonstrator Programme sponsored by
the Defence Nuclear Organisation (DNO) with
governance and funding provided by the Submarine
Delivery Agency (SDA). Editor: Definitely sounds a
little bit Sci Fi to the Attack Teacher back in the 70’s
in Faslane?? But, there again so are the boats!

With 9 Dock occupied by the Vanguard boats well
into the future, another option for maintaining the
Dreadnought class will be needed and this is the
primary driver behind the project to convert 10 Dock,
although maintaining the SSN’s is also part of the
consideration. The colossal delays to the Astute
class construction and the delay in starting the
Dreadnought programme means that the work on
building the Astute replacement, known as SSN(R),
cannot start in Barrow until the late 2030’s. It is
therefore likely the first 3 boats HMS Astute, Ambush
and Artful may undergo lengthy life extension refits
and possibly refuelling. This could only be done in
15 Dock at Devonport so another option for SSN drydocking will be needed. (Number 14 dock has been
designated to begin dismantling old SSNs from 2023,
a project that could be ongoing for up to 40 years.)
Number 10 dock will relieve the pressure on the
limited nuclear submarine support facilities by
providing another site for more routine SSBN and
SSN maintenance. Although the plans are at an early
stage it looks likely they will be approved and work
could begin next year. This project further cements
Devonport’s future as a submarine refit centre and its
crucial role in supporting the nuclear deterrent.

New Naval Museum in Gosport 'On Track' For
Completion by Next Year
David George Portsmouth News 12 June 2020
At Priddy’s Hard in Gosport, construction work is
under way for the Coastal Forces Museum, a £1m
project being run by the NMRN. Once complete, the
museum will tell the story of the navy’s coastal forces
division, which played a crucial role in WWII. The
division was responsible for some of the more covert
Allied Ops, from discreet raids on enemy convoys to
ferrying around secret agents. Director of the
Coastal Forces Heritage Trust, said the project is
taking ‘great shape’ and we’ve been working on-site
right the way through the government's lockdown,
albeit with the restrictions in place. ‘The building
looks tremendous and we’re on track to open for the
summer next year. ‘I’m delighted with how things
have gone so far.’ The museum is using P Building
at Priddy’s Hard, with construction work due for
completion by the end of Aug. Inside, visitors will get
a tour of static displays that document the stories of
coastal forces reservists from the RN archives. On
the mezzanine level, visitors will get a bird’s eye view
of two vessels used by coastal forces during the war,
MTB 71 AND CMB 331, both WWII Coastal Motor
Boats.

DSTL Pioneers Future S/M Command Space
Defence Science and Technology Laboratory
DSTL 21 May 2020
The Command space in future submarines could be
turned ‘outside in’ as a result of pioneering analysis
commissioned by the Defence Science and
Technology Laboratory (Dstl). Submarine command
teams are facing an increasing challenge of
manipulating escalating amounts of data and
information as crew numbers are set to decrease. In
these high-pressure environments understanding
and optimising how information flows and is
presented is critical. Working under the Command
Team-working Experimental Test-bed (ComTET)
programme, Dstl has engaged with the University of
Southampton (Dept of Transportation Research)
who built a Submarine Control room simulator. Dstl
supplied the simulation engine, a modified
commercial gaming software called Dangerous
Waters.
To play the game and provide an
appropriate amount of human behavior data for
analysis, university students, Dstl and Industry
participants have been trained to be ‘submariners for
day’ using a bespoke training package.
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Advice from a Submarine Captain

does wonders for morale. Showing a movie in the
mess after dinner is more than simply watching a film.
It is a social experience that allows tensions to ease
and laughter to lift the spirits. A trainee officer screwing
up the screening of a movie, amid much banter and
hilarity, is as much a part of getting along and being a
team as going back on watch. I should know. I messed
up several film evenings during the era of the old ‘reel
to reel’ versions on rickety projectors.

Six Lessons on how to Cope with Lockdown
ITV 12 May 2020

David Russell was the first CO of HMS Vanguard, the
UK's lead Trident submarine. He's a 30-year RN
veteran of the submarine service.
In 2000,
Commodore Russell led the British effort to save
survivors from the sunken Russian submarine Kursk
in the Barents Sea. He spoke to ITV News about his
advice for anyone trying to adapt to lockdown. If the
restrictions in the UK continue until the end of June,
Britain's national ordeal will have lasted for the same
duration as an operational patrol by a nuclear
submarine. As I spent 24 years in the S/M service in
the RN, people assume that I am ‘used to all this
isolation stuff’. In some ways I am, and here are a few
thoughts and tips on emerging from this national
emergency in good physical and mental health. Over
the last few months, we have all become familiar with
staying at home, sharing a confined space with others
(with whom we may or may not get along with) and
feeling wrenched apart from our normal world. In a
submarine there is, of course, no going out at all.
There is no daylight. No vision of the world outside
(unless you are one of the lucky few keeping watch on
a periscope). And no social communications with
friends or families. Submariners are pulled from family
and friends for extended periods, and enter into forced
companionship with others with whom they must live
in close quarters. And yet, somehow, it works. If a
fellow submariner gets on your nerves, there are other
less savoury expressions for this - you simply have to
find a way to deal with it. You can’t walk away or
decide not to see them again, you will be on watch with
them for six hours, twice, each day for the next three
months. So, what lessons can we learn?
Lesson Number 1: Accept the circumstances you
are in and do your best not to annoy others or take
offence. Tough to do. We all fail from time to time.
But it is essential to try. Submariners also have their
own version of panic buying. Before a long patrol, one
that can often be extended by a crisis, stores are
crammed into every conceivable space. Spares, tools
and most importantly, food. You end up walking along
false decks of tins in cardboard boxes and finding the
space by your bunk crammed with loo rolls. Sound
familiar? But at least on land we can pop out once a
week on a foraging expedition to see whether there is
any flour again. Or adopt the old Russian habit of
carrying a bag and joining any queue that forms simply
to see what is on sale. Not in a submarine. If it isn’t
on board, you have to go without. If something breaks,
you fix it. If you have something, it is always shared.
Lesson Number 2: You can manage with less than
you thought and still leave something for the next
person. Tedium can exist even on an operational
patrol. It is reduced to some extent by falling into the
routine of six hours on-watch, six hours off-watch,
which, after months on end, becomes the ‘new
normal’. Meal times and evening entertainment form
part of that daily pattern of life in a submarine. Chefs
work in crazy conditions to produce great food and that

Lesson Number 3: Social interactions are vital to our
sense of identity and to maintaining our perspective
and sense of humour. Engaging with others, even if
by phone, Zoom, FaceTime or talking across the
street, is indispensable. One way of carving out your
own space when it doesn’t exist physically, is to have
a hobby. I read a lot of books at sea. Remember; the
nearest hospital operating theatre is either a thousand
miles away or the Wardroom table so scalpels and
knives are no, no!!
Lesson Number 4. If you have the space, a hobby is
a good way of giving you some time to yourself, even
when you are living very close to others. I have now
taken up baking sourdough bread and bicycle
maintenance and am thoroughly enjoying both.
Physical exercise is good on so many levels of course,
not only during lockdown. It is possible to
exercise on some submarines using bikes
and rowing machines. During my time in
command of one submarine, I was
passionate about circuit training. Several times a
week the tables and chairs would be cleared from the
dining room (the largest space but still tiny) and a
make-shift circuit set up. Actually, it turned out that the
crew loved it too.
Lesson Number 5. Try to maintain or even increase
your physical exercise. The size of the workout room
doesn't matter. Improvise. It does wonders for the soul
as well as the body. Finally, as we see the first
glimpses of light at the end of the lockdown tunnel, I
confess I feel a little sympathy for our leaders. As a
submarine Captain, I would often have to tell the crew
about unforeseen developments. Frequently, it was
bad news. It might be an extension to the length of the
patrol, or the abandonment of a much-anticipated port
visit to conduct some secret operational task, which
much of the crew would know little about. So, it is now
for Britain. Boris Johnson and his ministers have to
convey complex messages, many of which will be
disappointing, even upsetting, to people yearning to
get back to normal. They are besieged by journalists
seeking certainty. But certainty doesn't exist. As a
submarine captain, the only way I could convey bad
news and still retain the good-humoured support of the
crew, was by being honest and admitting that I didn’t
have all the answers. So, now my final tip is for those
in charge.
Lesson Number 6. (for our political leaders): Be
honest and be yourselves. Anything less will not be
authentic. Without honesty and integrity there is the
risk of losing the one thing you cannot survive without,
the confidence of those you have the privilege to lead.
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When Did WWII Officially Finish?
© Godfrey Dykes 5 May 2020
Editor: It is amazing how an ‘expert will surface to
state you have a fact/s wrong. Back in the late
1990’s and into the early 2000’s I started intense
research on a Wellington Bomber W5795 which
crashed in our village. One local villager ‘Who was
there’ insisted I was one day out, even though I had
written irrefutable proof of the day of the crash from
the death certificates, RAF Crash Report from
Boscombe Down and the families of crew, as well as
many local eye witnesses.
Even recently a
newspaper contributor doubted the fact the Bomber
was flying at over 30,000ft which I can understand
the cynicism but it was experimental with 18 foot
extensions on the wings and was designed to high
altitude to get above the German Night Fighters and
was testing the new Oboe Radar as well as a unique
pressurised cabin which why it was Top Secret and
even the families never knew where, how, or why
they died with the information locked away until the
1980’s and stored away. Even in early 2000, I was
asked why I wanted to know? I have no problem
with people questioning information you have
researched, but when they get ‘obnoxious’ accusing
you of making things up, and telling downright lies
despite the evidence, I can understand why JP
Misson is so passionate on wanting his evidence on
HMS/M Urge final resting place investigated. In my
case the local refused to accept that I had the right
date, albeit one day out and even the families of the
crew thought his pedantic objections where in the
end neither here or there, as I told him and showed
him over fifty eye witness accounts, the local Church
Warden and all RAF and the local West Hallam Army
Depot reports record the same date. History can
only be as good as the recording at the time but the
main point is to ensure We Will Remember Them.

Now most people confuse both World Wars with
regard to timing and even people who never
experienced the Boy Scouts or Sea Cadet
movements, will rush to tell us that WW2 finished in
May 1945 in Europe and in August 1945 in the Far
East. If ‘finished’ refers to fighting called hostilities,
then yes, but war starts with a declaration and
finishes with a surrender then a peace treaty, and
without that peace treaty the War itself Does Not
Finish! What I discovered was the Proclamation
2714 signed by the US President Harry S Truman,
which surprise stated unequivocally that US forces
stood down on December 31st 1946 as we in the UK
stood down on the 8th May
1945.
A quick arithmetic
calculation shows that our
armed services served 5
years and 5 months to May
1945 and Americans served
exactly 5 years to end of
December 1946. Whilst it
could be argued, most
unwisely, that the Yanks owed us five months we
have to be magnanimous when remembering that
our troops barely fired one shot in anger after the 5th
May 1945, the American lost many men after VJ day
routing out Japanese soldiers who were caught in
many and various Pacific Island still thinking the war
was going on. Thus, in some cases the Americans
were in hostilities right up to the end of 1946.
At this point we have [or as you have just seen in the
US Pacific case] our cease fires and surrenders, but
absolutely no mention of a peace treaty signed by all
party’s, so the war goes on, and as you will see, for
a long time after we celebrated VE and VJ days, and
that’s what Truman’s Proclamation 2714 is all about.
One of the reasons for not rushing into peace treaties
was that all war criminal trials in Germany and Japan
[and some in Italy] and subsequent executions had
been carried out to the satisfaction of the Allies. But
the overriding delay was due to the occupation of
enemy territories, chiefly Germany and Japan [Italy
surrendered in 1943]. It was argued that the Allies
could not justify garrisoning troops on countries now
at peace, so delaying the opportunity of declaring
peace would give the allies all the opportunities of
needed investigations and breaking down the Nazi
and Nippon establishments which were entrenched
in the people of those countries, never mind just in
the defeated armed forces. Another stated reason
for Truman delaying a signed peace treaty with
German was that he wanted to sign one with a united
Germany, and not just with West Germany.

Some of You will look back to your time in HMS
Royal Arthur undertaking your POLC [Petty Officers
Leadership Course] possibly with mixed feelings. I
must have been strange because I rather enjoyed
that six-week period. In 1961 I was a submariner
serving in HM S/M Turpin at the time having passed
for RS in HMS Mercury in 1960. Back then you had
to deliver two lectures during the six-week course to
your class mates, the first, of ten minutes duration,
chosen by the course instructor a Sgt Bootneck and
the second, later on in the course of twenty minutes
chosen by one’s self. My first was WW2 [in ten
minutes, are you joking Royal?] and the second was
‘Being a Submariner’. To research just the salient
points of WW2 I did some quick studies [no internet
back then] and came up with the difference between
US involvement and that of ours in terms of time.
Most Brit’s take the mickey out of the Yanks for not
entering the war until Dec 1941 and that as a direct
result of the bombing of Pearl Harbour, as we started
in Sept 1939 [but be fair, and take account of the
phoney war]. What I discovered quite surprised me
and obviously I have known about the following data
for now coming up to 60 years.

These Axis countries had to be punished and made
to know and reminded of the millions of deaths they
themselves had brought about, and no selfrespecting leader of a victorious country could walk
away and forgive this crime of utter depravity
manifest in those regimes mentioned, and that the
peoples of the Allied nations would not be well
pleased with an immediate and all forgiving attitude,
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given the losses they sustained and the
indescribable misery and sacrifice they were made to
make. As we know both Germany and Japan are still
in part occupied even today. So, after many of the
questions posed above had received a satisfactory
guarantee from our former detestable enemies, a
shrewd President then considered that staying
occupied with our boots on the ground provided a
satisfactory base from which to control the new
enemy of Russia and the Cold War it created. Hence
in our case we could justify the BAOR [British Army
of the Rhine] which did lead to a more secure Europe
and served its purpose.

COMMEMORATING BLACK TOT DAY
Like the Assassination of JFK, 9/11 and other such
days; Black Tot Day is remembered by RN sailors
(over 65) as to exactly where they were on that day!
All Communicators will remember the dreaded
signal that was sent out as a Christmas Present on
17 Dec 1969 by their Lordships which had the bean
counters and liberals rubbing their hands togethers
similar to the cartoon on page 1 of this newsletter.
The teletype of the signal is reproduced below;
Signal Advising Abolition of the Naval Rum Ration
Routine
171200Z Dec 1969
From
MOD NAVY
To
All Ships & Shore Establishments
BT
Unclassified. NGM 057A

The Proclamation 2714 was signed by President
Truman on the 19 Oct 1951 which officially ended
WWII and gave carte blanche to the ex Allies to
regroup as Allies of NATO, fronting off the troops of
the Warsaw Pact. I incorporated this information into
my ten-minute WW2 lecture which finished with a
stunned silence. In the Class picture Jeff has of his
POLC , the course officer is an Instructor Lt and a
self-declared expert [so he said] in Instructional
Technique, being a schoolie, that would be a rational
claim I suppose. He walked to the lecture table and
said that he had heard this lecture many times before
from many a POLC class but never before had he
heard this story. He would give a respectable score
for my preparation and IT skills but reserved
judgement on content. There were twenty-one
students each with a ten-minute slot, so obviously
that took at least a week for all to complete their
tasks. At a subsequent lecture session, the course
officer assessed what he had had just heard and
finished off by admitting to the class that earlier on he
had been a tad less than fair on LRO Dykes for there
seemingly is substance in what he told us. At that
point we hurried off to clean into assault course rig
ready for some real excitement, and later on that day,
we did a cliff and chasm run, finally finishing the day
with indoor hockey. All I can say is that I slept very
well that night.

1. The Admiralty Board have reviewed the Daily
Issue of rum in light of the conditions and needs of
the Modern Navy.
2. Rum is a particular Naval Privilege of very long
standing and one which is cherished and enjoyed.
The board has given full weight to this fact. It has
on the other hand, concluded that a daily issue of
rum is no longer compatible with the high standards
of efficiency required now that the tasks in ships are
concerned with complex and often delicate
machinery and systems on the correct functioning
of which people’s lives may depended
3. The Board decided that this conclusion is overriding and that in the interests of safety and
efficiency in the Fleet the Rum Issue should be
abolished provided that suitable compensating
advantages could be arranged for the benefit of the
Fleet. Grog money at 3d a day, broadly represents
the cost of the present issue to the Crown. It would
not pay for a daily beer issue. Nor does it represent
a significant daily payment to individuals.
4. by way of financial compensation a lump sum of
£2.7 million will be paid into a new fund for the
purpose of providing social and recreational
facilities for the Welfare of Ratings and RM other
Ranks. The fund which will be known as the Sailors
Fund, will have a substantial income, this will be
used for charitable purposed to benefit past and
present Naval Ratings and Royal Marines other
ranks and their dependants. Ratings will take a
major part in the administration of the fund.

In summary therefore the hostilities ceased in Europe
in May 1945 and in Japan in August 1945. The War
Finished on 19tof Oct 1951 but both Germany and
Japan remained subjugated. I don’t think either with
take up arms ever again [although Japan was on our
side in WW1]. They have both learned a lesson they
will never forget. Now why
am I telling you this? For
one reason only. I sent an
email to a person requesting
military detail and this was
part of my answer. Well, the
Shit Hit the Fan Shaft, and he responded, and so did
a dozen or so others to whom he had forwarded my
original. I understand from what they were saying
that they are booking a place for me in Coventry
where I, and my Bloody website should from
henceforth reside. Therefore, it is true, you can’t
please all the people all the time. Amen

5. In addition CPO’s, PO’s and SNCO’s will be
permitted to buy Duty Free Spirits in their messes
up to a normal maximum of 1/8th Pint per man per
day in HM Ships abroad and in category 1 and 2
ships at home. In category 3 ships purchase will be
permitted at duty paid prices. Junior Ratings (and
equivalents) will be allowed to purchase up to a
maximum of three cans of beer per man per day;
they will not be allowed to purchase spirits. The new
rules for the purchase of alcoholic drinks will provide
facilities that are reasonable in the exacting
circumstances of Naval Service and work.

© Jeff Dykes
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6. Accordingly, the daily rum issue and grog money
will be abolished from Saturday 1 August 1970.
detailed instructions for the setting up and running of
the Sailors Fund, for the sale of spirits in Senior
ratings Messes, for the sale of beer to Junior Ratings
and the disposal of existing stocks of rum will be
issued shortly by DCI(RN). 171200Z Dec 1969

onboard and were officially victualled in at tot time on
that day they arrived (I think around 7-8 Aug). That
is where and when I and the lucky others drew our
last tot, with a can of coke! Does that count?

Gordon Hardcatle, (former CRS 1966-1989).

HMS Fife (2). So now to tell you a 'tot dit' about what
ship and where the last tot was officially issued and
drank in Her Majesty's Royal Navy. HMS Fife was in
Pearl Harbour on the 1 Aug 1970. As you know this
was the day after the end of the tot because HMS
Fife had left Kobe, Japan and had sent the Leading
Reg ashore at Midway for the mail. This was classed
as giving leave, so that the ship could therefore claim
the US rate of Local Oversees Allowance (the
helicopter taking him ashore and the ship then
caught up). The Cdr (Supply & Secretariat) obtained
permission from the Captain to have 'Up Spirits' early
which was about 09:00 having got alongside and
being greeted by Hawaiian dancing girls in grass
skirts on the jetty. The ship had crossed through the
International date Line during the evening so whilst in
harbour the date and clock was then put back again
from the 1st Aug 1970 to 31 July and approximately
two hours later the last and final official tot in the RN
was issued. The S/R from 3 Mess had the honour of
being pall bearers at the burial at sea ceremony to be
held on the deck of the demise of the navy's rum
ration. A Junior Rate had his birthday on the 31 July
1970 so he was given the privilege of being the first
and very last person in the RN to receive the tot. The
pall bearers marched to the fo'castle on the starboard
side, facing the harbour to the stern with rifles
reversed and the pipe-band playing dirges and at a
slow march and greeted by 'off caps'. The pall
bearers included, CPO Writer Roland 'Nick' Carter,
CPO Cook and CPO Elec.
Draped over the rum barrel
was the Union Flag. Ropes
were attached to the barrel as
though it was 'going over the
side' but there were strict rules
governing all rum measures
and whilst it was ceasing the
Cdr.(S) had still to account for
the barrel. Half-way through
the proceedings an Admiral's barge from Pearl
Harbour HQ passed by with a Japanese Admiral onboard flying the Japanese flag. On seeing the 'burial
at sea party' they stopped and saluted as they
thought with all what was going on it was for real but
imagine their embarrassment when they saw a rum
barrel going over the side and 'Jack' started
performing their dancing in the hula hula skirts that
the remaining ship's company had also dressed up.
The Hawaiians completed a TV programme about
the event. A Junior Rate had his birthday on the 31
July 1970 so he was given the privilege of being the
first and very last person in the RN to receive the tot.
The pall bearers marched to the fo'castle on the
starboard side, facing the harbour to the stern with
rifles reversed and the pipe-band playing dirges and
at a slow march and greeted by 'off caps'.

Editor: I did an appeal in our last newsletter for
Submariners to give me their personal story from
1970 but sadly no response so all Skimmer info from
the RN Archives.
The October 1970 issue of Navy News the following
letters were printed on Who had the last RN Tot.
HMS Hydra. Between Aug and Sept 1970 I served
in HMS Hydra which had been deployed surveying
the Malacca Straits. This is an extract from my naval
memoirs; On July 31 1970 the traditional rum ration
was stopped in the RN. In the Far East all the surplus
rum had then been held in the store depot at
Singapore naval base. In his wisdom the CinC
allowed this rum to be issued to Hydra, as the ship
was employed on an arduous task, with little chance
for visits to places other than Singapore. Towards
the end of Feb 1971 Hydra completed the Malacca
Straits survey and the ship’s company including the
officers, enjoyed a tot on three consecutive days,
surely the last tots issued in the fleet? Dave ‘Shiner’
Wright RN 1953-77 ex POSA, HMS Hydra.
HMS Fife. I believe the ship’s company of HMS Fife
are the true claimants to take the last tot in the RN.
The ship was in Honolulu, Hawaii on 31 July 1970.
as you would expect, great ceremony was held on
the flight deck of the final tot issue.
Our American friends brought TV
Crews onboard to witness the issue
and the throwing of the empty rum
fanny over the side, consigned to the
deep forever. They were unaware
that the ship’s diver was despatched
instantly over the other side of the ship
to retrieve the very valuable said fanny. I do believe
we sailed next day over the date line and had another
31 July; my memory fails me if we had another final
day of the tot. Rod Weatherall, ex HMS Fife’s
Ships Flight.
HMS Sirius. On that blackest of days, I was a killick
Sparker onboard HMS Sirius, Caribbean Guardship,
alongside Ireland Island (HMS Malabar). We did
draw our last tot at approx. 1230, local time, on that
saddest of days. The following day with all due
ceremony, we held a service onboard. I have a copy
of the Order of Service organised by myself, the
‘Archbishop’ Sug Lt Peter Agget and MAA ‘Mac’
McKay. I was also a member of the ship’s band and
composed the lyrics to that very solemn hymn. The
rum tub, I hasten to add, was only submitted to the
depts of the sea boat! Furthermore, something that
may solve Mike’s query as to who drew ‘the last tot’.
It was during early Aug 1970 that two Canadian ships
the Ottawa and Assiniboine, visited Ireland Island.
About 15 of us were fortunate enough to be invited
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The History
The last Tot was served in the RN on 31st July 1970.
It was the end of a tradition that lasted more than
three hundred years. A necessary decision indeed,
the time was gone when rum played an important
role in a sailor’s life. The modern Navy provides
better food, better accommodation, and better
working conditions. We no longer need a glass of
rum to prepare for a battle. Nevertheless, it is a sad
day for those old sailors who inhabited the mess at
Tot time. The last regulation issue of rum in the RN
took place on Frid 31st July 1970. Ever since that
day, the 31st July 1970 has been known as 'Black Tot
Day'. The Admiralty desired to stop the issue of rum
in the RN for some time, when the decision was
finally made, it was, therefore, not a total surprise.
On the 17 Dec 1969 (See Col 1 Pg15), the Admiralty
Board announced that a decision had been reached.
Abolition of the rum issue was debated in Parliament
on the 28 Jan 1970, where the Admiralty decision
was approved by the Government.

wise Jimmy, I thought I'd pre-empt them and
organise one of my own. (Editor: I assume this
was a polite way of saying I am a smartarse?) The
great day arrived and at 1100 (the usual time for
issuing the rum ration) the QM piped: 'Up spirits,
Clear lower deck on the flight deck.' As the rum
ration was normally drawn by messmen and issued
in the individual messes, a slightly puzzled ship's
company arrived on the flight deck to find that the
rum tub had been set up in front of the hangar door
and in the middle of the flight deck was the ships'
organ (portable small); on the starboard side was a
coffin draped in the Union flag. The Regulating Staff
then proceeded to issue everyone with a neat tot of
rum. And everyone meant everyone, irrespective of
whether their Pay Books classified them as 'G' for
grog meaning men over 20 who were entitled to the
tot; 'T' for temperance for men who were entitled but
who opted not to have it and, finally 'UA' for Under
Age or Boys under 20 who were not entitled to the
tot. The significance of this historic occasion was
not lost on my ship's company and not one of them
refused it! So, there were Boy Seamen who might
spend 27 years in the Navy who received their first
and last tot on that day and, I wouldn't mind betting
that they have never forgotten it? Next, a firing party
assembled by the coffin which contained a tot of rum
in a sealed bottle with a note inside instructing the
finder to return the bottle to Their Lordships in the
MoD together with their name and address so a
suitable reward could be sent to them. Finally,
L/Sea Letman, an accomplished pianist, played a
suitable hymn on the Organ Portable Small which
we all sang heartily; the firing party fired a salute and
the Last Tot was committed to the deep by a funeral
party consisting of the Coxswain, the Buffer, the
Chief Stoker and the Chief Tiff.

The Under-Secretary of State for Defence for the
RN, Dr David Owen, closed the debate with the
following: 'I am satisfied that the daily issue of rum
is neither necessary nor appropriate, and that this
decision, though unpopular, had to be taken at this
time. There are always arguments for postponing
unpopular decisions. There are always those who
will argue that Ministers should avoid making
unpopular decisions. But, if a Minister believes that
a decision is right, he should take it, and this is why
the Admiralty Board unanimously made this
decision'. Question put and agreed to. (The full
transcript
can
be
seen
at:
http://hansard.millbanksystems.com/commons/197
0/jan/28/royal-navy-rum-ration) It's gone!
During the following six months, those S/R’s and
J/R’s entitled to the tot, had time to acclimatise to
the idea that the rum ration was to be withdrawn.
Captain James Pack writes in his book, Nelsons
Blood; 'The Admiralty Board were asked whether
the navy would mutiny. They answered that in their
opinion, the discipline, good sense, and loyalty of
the lower deck, would accept this painful and sad
decision. They proved right. With enormous dignity
and plenty of good lower deck fun, and poking
charley, the great issue went through. A Naval
Tradition had been given up'.

The ship’s company was then dismissed and a
remarkably cheerful bunch of sailors (of all rates)
dispersed to their various parts of ship. My Captain
was attending a post-exercise discussion in the
Flagship a couple of miles away when a messenger
informed him and the assembled company,
including the Admiral, that there seemed to be some
sort of disturbance onboard HMS Dido. My gallant
Captain told everyone not to worry, it was just his
mad 1st Lt celebrating the Last Tot.
Christopher Belton Captain, Royal Navy.
HMS Jufair. The image left, shows the occasion at
HMS Jufair, a shore establishment. After the final
issue, shown in the image below, A rum cask was
interred, and a headstone,
marked 'the last resting place of
a good and faithful servant', was
placed. The committal service
was written and conducted by the
Chaplain; ‘For as much as it hath
pleased the Lord High Admirals
to take away from us the issue of
our dearly beloved tot, we
therefore commit its cask to the ground, sip to sip,

HMS Dido Association – Newsletter #8.
On 31 July 1970 I was the 1st Lt of the Leander
Class frigate Dido. The ship was anchored in the
Moray Firth after a major Fleet exercise. The
announcement that the rum ration was to be
stopped on 31 July had been made several months
earlier so everyone was aware that today's issue of
rum would be the last. I had been hearing on the
grapevine for some time that the Chief Petty Officers
and Petty Officer’s many of whom were unhappy
with the decision taken by Their Lordships, were
thinking of staging some form of demonstration to
mark the passing of the tot into history. So, being a
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6. The Rum Tub is Committed to the Deep.
Wailing May be Permitted.

splashes to splashes, thirst to thirst, in the secure
and certain knowledge that it will never again be
restored to us; but with the glorious hope that it
might be according to the mighty workings whereby
the Ministry of Defence (Navy) is able to accomplish
all things unto itself.’ HMS Jufair is about to reopen,
I'm not sure if at the same site, but if it is, I wonder
if the cask will still be there?

7. A final Salute of Two and One is Fired by the
Guard followed by the Last Post.
8. On completion of the Service, Canned Beer
(One1 Each) will be given to those entitled in
exchange for a payment of 1/3d
I think it unlikely that instructions were given from on
high, regarding how the last issue should be
conducted - for example, it must be a 'military style,
fully regulated issue'. Commanding Officers of
vessels and establishments were presumably given
a free hand, as long-standing rules and regulations
were put aside for the last day's issue. Lower deck
humour, wit and a general respect, were the order
of the day. Combining to ensure that the Royal
Navy's outstanding ability to self-entertain meant
that the event was to a large degree, humorous. I
am fortunate indeed to have a short video record of
the Black Tot Day events that took place on Leander
class frigate, HMS Minerva. The grog mixing and
issue was largely conducted by the Jimmy
(executive Officer), after which, a ceremonial burial
at sea of the rum fanny took place.
http://www.upspirits.co.uk/the-final-issue.html

HMS Dido. The normally strict rum issue rules were
'relaxed'; just a little bit! which I am sure was a great
morale booster, as the entire ships company were
able to take part.
HMS Sirius Sat 1 August 1970
Order of Service for the Cessation of Hostilities
between R.A.s, T.s, U.A.s, and Those on VA
(Victualling Allowance)
1125 Final Rum Call.
1130 Clear Lower Deck of those who were ‘G’,
Muster on the Flight Deck.
1. Address by the Archbishops of Sirius
2. Mourners detailed ready the Tub for Committal.
3. Lesson, Read by His Highness the Archbishop
4. Rum Bosuns and other Bereaved Persons are
invited to Return Tot Measures Reverently to the
Tub. (Note: Bereaved are requested to keep
muttering and mumbling and weeping to a minimum
during this part of the Service
5. The supplying disciple of their MoDships will now
be invited to carry out the ultimate Excrescence and
Seal the Lid of the Rum Tub.

Pusser’s Rum 50th Anniversary Rum.
To celebrate the 50th Anniversary of Black Tot day
on the 31st July 2020 Pusser’s have decided to
release this Limited-Edition rum. Only 3,600 bottles
of this rum will ever exist. For those unfamiliar with
Pusser’s, they purchased the rights and recipe to
produce a Navy Rum, which recreates the blend
used by the British RN. Founder Charles Tobias
formed Pusser’s Rum Ltd in 1979. This particular
rum is an ‘upgrade’ on the Gunpowder Proof version
of Pusser’s. Unlike the recently re-released and reblended Pusser’s 15-Year-Old this has been
released at ‘Gunpowder Proof’ of 54.5% ABV.
Pusser’s Rum 50th Anniversary Rum is an aged
blend of rums which was put together at the West
Indies Rum Distillery (WIRD) back in 2015. The rums
in the blend were already 3 years old at this point, so
we are dealing with a 7 year old rum blend.

5. HYMN (To the Tune of Eternal Father)
1. Their MoDships deemed it fit to stop The Spirit
that makes us Tip Top.
With Heads Together, Amidst Hum Drum,
They’ve put the Mockers on our Rum.
Chorus
A Matelot’s Life is Not a Happy Lot
In a Navy That’s Scrubbed Round the Tot
2. If only, they would think again
Before Jack cracks with heartfelt pain
They think they’re doing big favours here
By offering us another Beer.

This rum was made to the specification last used by
ED F Mann, a famous supplier of rum to the British
Navy. It is a blend of Pot and Column distilled rums
from Guyana and Column Distilled rum from
Trinidad. There is a heavy emphasis on the rum from
the historic Port Mourant Wooden Pot Still. Currently
Pusser’s Rum 50th Anniversary Rum is available at
Nauticalia, as the name suggests the website
focuses on Nautica themed gifts and accessories. It
retails at £54.99 for a 70cl bottle. Presentation wise
we have an opaque black bottle with gold lettering.
It’s really difficult to catch and even see in real life but
there is a ship on the label. It’s really difficult to make
out though! I really like the presentation particularly
the gold anchor on the chunky cork stopper. They
have gone for a flat-topped stopper. It looks really
good on the shelf!

Chorus
3. Not only us, Chiefs suffer too,
For who can face that lunchtime stew.
Without the liquid who can face,
The Arts of Condar Rock and Trace
Chorus
4. (Slowly, Solemnly and Miserably)
Who could sing it otherwise?
5. And so we bid a sad Farewell,
Their Lordships should be satisfied.
The bloody Fleet’s Antagonised,
A Matelot’s life is not a happy lot
Some Civil Servants Stopped our Tot.
Amen
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Experts Review. Price wise I am actually quite
surprised that it isn’t pricier. I’m not complaining
though. It will be really interesting to try a more aged
version of Pusser’s at Gunpowder proof.
https://www.nauticalia.com/limited-edition-50thanniversary-pussers-rum/ As you might expect I’m
quite excited to try this rum and get a review out. It
would have been ideal to wait till Black Tot Day and
do a review but that’s not until 31 July!! Not a chance,
so let’s get cracking! In the glass Pusser’s Rum 50th
Anniversary Rum is a very dark brown, mahogany
with vivid red flashes around the edges. The nose is
familiar. It has a lovely sweet toffee and raisin aroma
similar to the current 15-Year-Old, mixed with some
of the Gunpowder menace. So, we get a nice hit of
dark chocolate and aniseed. Undoubtedly from the
Port Mourant. This is indeed very heavily influenced
by the Port Mourant. Further sipping reveals some
ginger and star anise. There is a nice spicy oak
overlapping the sweetness and a warming molasses
note. Slightly bitter and smoky.

HMS Talent 30. Launched on March 12, 1990,
HMS Talent has steamed over 600,000 nautical
miles during her career, most of them underwater
on patrol. So, it was fitting that her crew marked her
30th Anniversary in Talent’s natural environment,
under the sea where she has spent so much of her
working life. It wouldn’t be a birthday without a cake
and the submarine’s team of RN chefs stepped-up
to create a submarineshaped one for the
occasion.
The
traditional Wednesday
curry night was also
interrupted with the
chefs serving a mouthwatering birthday feast. No-one was complaining
about missing their curry as the menu of pork, black
pudding and stuffing Wellingtons, served with
fondant and roasted root vegetables, had the crew
wishing for more. There was even a triple chocolate
cheesecake for dessert. CO of HMS Talent, Cdr
Paul Jamieson, also took to the submarine’s main
broadcast system to address the crew and highlight
HMS Talent’s significant achievements over the
three decades

Sipped it is not as sweet as the nose. This is a rich,
warming Liquorice heavy initial sip. The mid palate
reveals toffee, molasses and dark chocolate. This is
tempered by some heavy ginger and some heat from
the alcohol. It’s a hair’s on the chest kind of sippers.
It’s unmistakably a Navy style rum. It does however
have more complexity than most. Finish wise its long
and spicy with lots of spice especially ginger and
some white pepper. A touch of clove and some slight
mustiness. Pusser's Rum 50th Anniversary Rum
review by the fat
rum pirate. If
you
are
a
Pusser’s fan this
will
not
disappoint. It is
almost the best
of both worlds in
terms of the
more
refined
notes of the 15Year-Old mixed
with
the
punchier notes of the Gunpowder proof. It is certainly
giving me food for thought about an increased ABV
Pusser’s 15-Year-Old. It’s every bit as good as I
hoped it would be and if you like Pussers or Navy
style rum in general you will really enjoy the bottling.
Fantastic stuff.
Up Spirits!

Mental Fitness Initiative Launches We are proud
to share a new Armed Forces mental fitness
initiative, HeadFIT. This is designed for the Defence
community to help them take a proactive approach
to their mental wellbeing and remain mentally fit.
Mental fitness and training is just as important as
the physical and technical elements of training. This
platform provides professionally sought tools and
techniques to help us manage our stress levels,
drive, confidence and mood. For more information
visit: www.headfit.org An offline version of this tool
will shortly be made available on HM Submarines.
Submariners Go Extra Mile for Hospice.
Submariners used their daily exercise time to raise
cash for Claire House Children’s Hospice. The
original challenge was for around 50 of HMS
Astute’s ship’s company to walk, run, cycle or row a
total distance of 560 miles the distance from HMNB
Clyde to Claire House Children’s Hospice on the
Wirral and back. Over the course of May 2 to 3, the
crew smashed the 560-mile target and covered
2,163 miles, nearly quadrupling the target.
Members of the ship’s company completed their
exercise in their homes or local area, uploading their
mileage onto a fitness app. As well as smashing
their mileage target the crew also quadrupled the
£1,000 cash target, they set themselves at the start
raising £4,120 for the Hospice. Claire House helps
seriously and terminally ill children live life to the full
by bringing back a sense of normality to family life.

Amber Lady
You caress my lips as I savour your taste,
Your perfume tantalises as I drink in your charms,
I’m tempted by the fullness of your beautiful body,
My senses are overwhelmed.
Then just emptiness, an anxious thought…
Can I ever find another Tot?
as Beautiful as You?
That’s Your Tot Folks!
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75th Anniversary of VE-Day & German
Submarines
The Navy Way (Especially written for the June
PPP Australia by S/M Graham Caldwell)
The 8th May 2020 was the 75th Anniversary of
‘Victory in Europe Day’. Whilst the war with Japan
was not yet over, back on that day in 1945, VE-Day
was celebrated by massive crowds throughout
Britain. It was very much perceived to be an Army
victory with Field Marshal Montgomery centre stage
as the main star of proceedings. Little known at the
time, or even to this day, the Royal Navy simply got
on with the satisfying job of accepting the surrender
and disposal of the German Navy’s entire U-boat
fleet.
Adm Hans-Georg von Friedeburg, the
Kriegsmarine C-in-C, Two RN Ratings and their
new found friends waits his turn to sign the
unconditional surrender on behalf celebrate VEDay, 8thMay 1945, in London’s Trafalgar of the
German Navy, Reims, 7th May 1945. Surrender of
the German U-Boats. Nazi Germany surrendered
at 2310hrs on the 7 May 1945 at a ceremony held
at Reimsin Germany, followed by a repeated
signing in Berlin the next day at the insistence of the
Russians. The terms included the entire German
Fleet, but apart from the cruisers Prinz Eugen,
Nurnberg and Leipzig, only fifteen destroyers,
eleven
torpedo-boats,
about
two
dozen
minesweepers were all that remained of the
Kriegsmarine’s surface fleet. During the course of
the war the Germans had lost two battleships, two
battlecruisers, three pocket battleships, two old
dreadnought battleships of 1908 vintage, three
heavy cruisers, four light cruisers, 44 destroyers, 56
torpedo-boats, seven armed merchant cruisers, 23
minelayers, 146 E-boats, 282 various sized
minesweepers and over 850 other armed craft.

water off Lishally, N.Ireland and Loch Ryan (Nr.
Stranraer), Scotland, which took place during late
1945 and early 1946. The RN towed the boats out to
sea, however 41 foundered in poor sea weather
before reaching the designated scuttling zones. The
balance were sunk by gunfire or explosive charges
between 17 Nov 1945 and 11 Feb 1946; the whole
operation kept secret from the general population at
the time.
The Unique Value of the Deadlight U-Boats
Because, all 116 U-boats lying beneath the waves
were constructed prior to the two nuclear bombs that
were dropped on Japan in Aug 1945 and the preatomic age generally, the wrecks contained metals
that are not radioactively tainted, as are all metals
produced since. They are therefore extremely
valuable for certain research projects. They lie in
previously marked coordinates and because of
objections from Russia and the United States, the
MoD awarded no salvage rights. Due to a large
proportion that founded en-route before reaching
extreme depths, or began to sink and were
deliberately cut loose and allowed to sink in shallow
water, salvage of up to a potential 54 was considered
feasible by the late 1990’s. From 2001, nautical
archaeologist Innes McCartney, spent three years
discovering, surveying and filming 14 of the wrecks,
including the rare elektroboot Type XXI U-boats U2506 and U-2511.
Magnificent images were
captured of U-2511 because of its excellent
condition, now marked as an important
archaeological find. Two Type VIIC U-boats escaped
Operation Deadlight and are preserved as museum
submarines. U-505 is a war memorial at the Museum
of Science and Industry in Chicago and U-995 was
returned to Germany by Norway in 1965 and is now
displayed at the Marine Memorial Museum in Laboe,
Kiel.

Attention then turned to the German submarines.
Unknown to the Allies, towards the war’s end orders
had gone out from Kriegsmarine headquarters to
commence scuttling their U-boats, which by 8 May
had accounted for 195 sunk in this manner.
However, this still left 156 to be sailed into British
home waters and handed over under the surrender
terms. The German U-boat crews were registered
by their names under the supervision of British naval
officers, June 1945. Several U-boats were claimed
as prizes by other Allied nations, including France,
Norway and the Soviet Union. Four were in East
Asia when Germany surrendered and were
commandeered by Japan, which was still at war.
Nevertheless, 156 boats surrendered to the UK, and
started to arrive in batches escorted by RN vessels
from 14 May 1945, of which only 40 were retained
for various research projects and trials. The other
116 were for disposal, made up of 94 conventional
boats of Types II, VII and IXL and 22 Elektroboats
that included four XXI U-boats. 42 surrendered Uboats moored at Lishally in Northern Ireland.

Editor: Sadly, the last of our
World War Two Submariners
passed away on 26 March 2020.
Charles Blakey (See TJ 247 May
Edition available on DS Website)
was an AB throughout WWII
surviving the sinking in the Med of
the Submarine Depot ship
Medway. At the end of the war
when all were celebrating, Charles was detailed off
to crew up German Submarines to bring them back
to N.Ireland. I remember speaking to him on the
subject of Operation Deadlight and his comments
were ‘All we were interested in was
getting back home’. He, also
commented on the perfume
smellies, and phoo-phoo dust
onboard, and the difficulties of the
machinery tags being in German.
Tom Smith on visiting the U-Boat
in Liverpool once said, ‘If we had
these in WWII it would have been at least two years
shorter as their engineering was far superior to ours!’

Operation Deadlight was the Royal Navy code
name for the scuttling of the 116 U-boats in deep
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Russia: 'Russia's main Submarine Building City
Sealed Off with Coronavirus'
RCN News & Jane's, 08 June 2020
On 6 June, the government increased restrictions
on access to the northern city of Severodvinsk,
which is home to key naval submarine
construction and repair yards, amid concerns of a
COVID-19 outbreak in the city. While
Severodvinsk has long been a restricted area for
foreigners due to its strategic importance, only
emergency vehicles are now being granted
access, as 1,324 total novel coronavirus cases
were reported as of June 6th, or about two-anda-half times more than the rest of the region.
Severodvinsk hosts the Sevmash shipyard, which
delivered the Russian Navy's first Project 955A
Borey-A nuclear ballistic missile submarine on
June 1st, with five further missile subs under
construction, and the Zvezdochka repair yard,
while does maintenance for the Navy's Kilo
diesel-electric subs, and their continued
operation is a key strategic priority for Moscow.

submarine Knyaz Vladimir was originally slated for
service in 2017, but technical issues delayed this
introduction. Three Borei-class boats are already in
service, including the first vessel in the class,
construction of which began in 1996. The boats are
expected to replace the other ageing SSBN’s in
Russian service, including the remaining Delta and
Typhoon classes, and are the first in the Russian
Federation Navy (RFN) to use pump-jet propulsion.
Knyaz Vladimir is said to be the first of the improved
Project 955A Borei-A subclass with revised hull
forms and superstructures, redesigned rudders, the
inclusion of retractable auxiliary thrusters for low
speed cruising, and upgraded sensor suites. Though
numerous other projects have been cancelled as a
result of economic pressures associated with
sanctions, oil prices, and now the COVID-19
pandemic, analysts suggest that the high priority
Russia places on its strategic systems means that it
is likely to protect its SSBN and ballistic missile
projects, in this case, the new RSM-56 Bulava S/M
launched ballistic missile, as much as possible.
Nuclear S/M Fire Extinguished after 14 Hours
Sebastien Roblin Forbes 13 June 2020
A fire broke out in the rear section of the French
nuclear-powered attack submarine Perle on Friday
morning as she lay in drydock in the port of Toulon.
White clouds of smoke poured into the sky as
firefighters from Toulon and Marseilles rushed to the
scene.
Finally, at 9:36p.m local time the
Mediterranean Maritime Prefecture reported that the
fire had been brought under control by completely
flooding the rear compartments of the boat with foam,
further noting that the ‘reactor rooms remains
untouched.’ Thankfully, authorities reported that no
one has been injured by the fire, with some personnel
onboard escaping via the torpedo tubes. Just as
importantly, the ship’s 48mw pressurised water
nuclear reactor, nuclear fuel, and (conventional-only)
weapons had been removed when the submarine
entered the drydock in January 2020 for an overhaul
by Naval Group due for completion by February
2021. For that reason, the local maritime prefecture
claims there is no possibility of radioactive
contamination from the incident. The firefighting
effort reportedly involved 30 specialist naval
firefighters with support from a firefighting boat, as
well as additional specialists scrambled from
Marseilles, 11 specialised ground-based firefighting
vehicles, and at least 10 ESNA submariners to
advise the firefighters. However, there are growing
fear that the Perle may have sustained too much
damage to be saved. A veteran submariner told the
local paper Var Matin ‘If the thick hull [made of 80HY
high-tensile steel] is deformed, the boat is screwed.’
The cause of the blaze is speculated to possibly be
faulty welding or a high-pressure cutting gone awry.
If it is irremediable damage, there was the possibility
‘the entire organization of French nuclear deterrence
may have to be rethought. Rubis’s role is designed
to protect the French SSBN’s.

Brazilian Navy Commissions Submarine
Rescue Vessel 'Guillobel’
Naval News, 19 May 2020
On 12 May, the Brazilian Navy commissioned a
Submarine Rescue Vessel (SRV), the NSS
Guillobel, into its fleet. The diesel-electric powered
multi-role offshore support vessel displaces 5,700
tonnes, measures 85m in length, crews 98 people,
and has a flight deck suitable for an Aerospatiale
AS332L helicopter. Its multi-role capabilities include
diving support, ROV support, and support for
offshore construction and maintenance. In addition
to its emergency duties, the Guillobel is also
expected to provide support for Brazil's Antarctic
Program (PROANTAR).The commissioning of the
new SRV highlights Brazil's commitment to
expanding and renewing its submarine force, which
had primarily consisted of five German-built Tupiclass (Type 209/1400) diesel-electric attack
submarines. However, only one Tupi-class
submarine is operational, and the four nonoperational boats will be transferred to Argentina's
Navy. Brazil launched its first ScorpÃ¨ne-class
submarine in 2019, with three more scheduled for
delivery between now and 2023. Moreover, they are
expected to acquire a nuclear attack submarine in
the late 2020s. However, with the explosion of
cases of COVID-19 in Brazil, which now has
262,000 confirmed cases, the inevitable downturn
of its economy may strain procurement plans as its
defence budget will potentially be reconsidered.
Russia's New Super Quiet Ballistic Missile Sub
In ‘Final’ Sea Trials After Years Of Delays
The Drive, 13 May 2019
Russia's newest ballistic missile submarine (SSBN)
has begun final sea trials ahead of its long-delayed
transition to operational service. The 170-metrelong, 14,700-ton Project 955A Borei-A class
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SOCA BACK TO THE 1990’s
The next two pages are taken from editions of Ray
Gritts SOCA News out of historical interest only, as in
last month’s NL. Just, bear in mind we are talking over
20 years ago and certain views different today (But
having been there, I think many will find of interest).

Fort William with the compliments of the Captain’s
car. This kind gesture was much appreciated by the
group. A presentation was made on behalf of the
CO to Peter and Jack of the framed cartoon and
caption which had appeared in the Derby Evening
Telegraph. We then had a photo call on the
gangway which is hoped will find it’s way into Navy
News. Jack & Peter were given a conducted tour of
the Boat, and we all returned inboard for evening
meal and adjoined later to the Mess for a social get
together. We had a 1950’s style Sods Opera
courtesy of Jack Winstanley and it was noted that
one of the serving bar staff knew ALL the words! A
raffle was run by the Branch and the £50 profit from
the this was donated to the Walkers fund (£25
each). A presentation of a Tutbury Glass crystal
Captain’s decanter to the Senior Rates mess was
made onboard to Barney Barnes as a thank you for
their hospitality over the weekend.

SOCA Derby Branch Trip to Faslane Naval Base
3-5 Sept 1999 SOCA News Dec
The long awaited trip to Faslane departed Derby at
09:00hrs on Friday courtesy of Viking Coaches.
After pick-ups at Chaddesden, Stanley and Woodall
Services on the M1 we headed for Scotland. We
left the Midlands in blazing sunshine and had no
problems until we were delayed going through
Glasgow which was partly due to rush hour and also
because there had been an aircraft crash earlier in
the day. Just out of Glasgow we encountered the
proverbial ‘Faslane Sunshine’, and that adverse
weather stayed with us continually until we passed
Carlisle on the way south on the Sunday! The group
consisted of six members from Derby, four from
Burton, three from Sheffield, and one from Leicester
& Rutland Branch of SOCA. The remainder of the
group was made up of two members from each of
the Assns of the Royal Navy Contingent Derby
(RNC). Two RMA, Two RNA, and two Airey Fairies.
We were also joined on the Sat/Sun by our two
Branch Derby members who are Rambling from
Land’s End to John O’Groats, Peter Johnson & Jack
Winstanley. On arrival we were security booked in
and driven to the S/R accommodation to unload.
Thence followed the evening meal, the quality of
which we will not go into, though from one comment
it was obviously better than in WWII, and maybe I
was just spoilt in some of the skimmer drafts I had
before leaving the Service for good three years ago.
The evening was spent in the Senior Rates mess
with the party getting to know each other over a pint
or two.

Sunday Morning 06:30hrs saw Peter Johnson on
his way back to his day before finish point to
continue his ramble to John O’Groats. Jack decided
that a Dinner time session with the lads was too
good a chance to miss and he would catch the train
later in the day and walk faster to catch up with the
track!! A leisurely Sunday morning consisted of six
members of the party attending the Church Service
in the base. This was followed by presentation of a
Tutbury Glass crystal Captain’s decanter to the
wardroom of Sovereign which was accepted on the
CO’s behalf by Lt Andy Lewis in the Senior Rates
mess of HMS Neptune. On completion of lunch we
loaded the coach up and departed the base calling
at the Faslane cemetery to lay a wreath at the KBoat Memorial, and viewed the various other
Servicemen’s graves before returning to our coach.

Saturday morning 07:30hrs breakfast was followed
by a muster and a walk down to HMS Sovereign
alongside her berth. The group was split up and
conducted tours of the boat were given with the
general consensus being ‘They may be bigger, but
there’s still no room.’ This was the highlight of the
weekend and the visit was enjoyed immensely by all
concerned. We adjoined to the Senior Rates Mess
for lunch and thence split into two groups for two
visits. One visit was to the Mine Hunter HMS
Bridport. This is one of the ‘Tupperware’ ships but
the group was fascinated with the visit and not just
because of the two remote controlled submarines
she carried. The second visit was to visit the
Maritime Operations Centre, which was very
interesting and was spiced up by the comments,
and different shades of red various party members
went negotiating six floors of stairs to the top floor of
the building where it was situated. 16:00hrs saw us
back down the Sovereign as guests of the S/R’s
Mess to welcome Peter Johnson and Jack
Winstanley who had been collected from up near

Thence commenced the plod back South, and
would you believe that just south of Glasgow we
came out of the ‘Faslane sunshine’ and enjoyed dry
and pleasant weather all the way back to the
Midlands. No matter how inclement the weather it
could not dampen the enjoyment of the marvellous
weekend to visit Derby’s adopted Submarine, HMS
Sovereign, even if it was not in Guz at the time.
Nobby Hall, Branch Chairman.
Thank You Submariners by Peter Johnson
SOCA News December 1999
On behalf of Jack Winstanley and myself I would like
to thank the many Submarine Branches for their
generous support to our charities on our recent
Lands’ End to John O’Groats trek.
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we have raised in the region of £3,500. During the
walk we rendezvoused with members of several
branches of Submariners Association and spliced
the main brace. When we arrived at Kingslockleven
we were whisked away by car to Faslane to visit
Sovereign where we were presented with a
memento of our walk. As we crossed the finishing
line, Cdr Simon Middlemas RN congratulated us on
our achievement. We felt very proud to belong to
the Submariners Assn.

long periods submerged could be damaging. Mr
Henderson said he had looked at the evidence ‘very
carefully and looked hard for options which might
enable us to open service in submarines to women
despite the medical risks involved. Often submarines
stay submerged for up to 90 days at a time and
although filters are used to clean the air, the navy has
admitted there will still be a build-up on the vessels.
SA Report in SOCA News June 1999
At the conference on 27
March 1999, held at the
Union Jack club in
London,
41
branch
delegates (39 to start with
and two late arrivals),
debated/discussed
the
very important issue of
changing the name of the
Association from the
Submarine
Old
Comrades
Association
(SOCA)
to
the
Submariners Association (SA), and by a vote of 30
for and 9 against it was passed that the name is to
be changed. The actual name will not come into
its own until next year, when at the next
Conference in 2000.
This will be after a
Constitutional Change Sub-Committee is set up.
This Committee will liaise with other bodies,
SOLMA and FOSM, lay out changes to our existing
constitution and that of SOLMA etc. These
changes will then be put before you and once
you’ve agreed them, all members will receive a
new rule book, which will
contain all the new
changes.
More
information about the
change
will
be
forthcoming as the year
unfolds. There is no need
to change any badges,
ties,
Standards,
notepaper etc, at this
time. Take your guidance
from the GPC. (Later
NMC)

Work Starts on Astute
SOCA News Dec 1999
The first steel has been cut for the pressure hull of
HMS/M Astute, lead vessel of Britain’s new class of
nuclear attack submarines. Work by MACE (a
Marconi Company) has begun on the boat at a factory
on the Clyde. The Astute, the largest attack
submarine to be built for the RN is due to enter service
in about six years’ time. (Editor: No Comments
please) Meanwhile, HMS/M Vengeance, has
successfully completed her sea trials.

Sub Ban for Women to Remain in Force.
SOCA News September 1999
A ban preventing women serving on RN Submarines
and as Mine Clearance Divers is to remain in place
because of the potential effects on unborn babies.
Armed Forces minister Doug Henderson said the ban
would remain in force specifically for medical reasons.
But he said in a written reply that the matter would be
kept under review. For the first time the government
has admitted that recycled air on the Navy’s Fleet of
nuclear submarines could harm the foetus of a
woman who has unknowingly fallen pregnant. The
decision has been made after a series of studies by
scientists. They claim that a build-up of carbon
dioxide and carbon monoxide on submarines during

New Role for HMS/M Onyx
If you were anywhere near the Pier Head in
Liverpool recently you may have done a doubletake! Former HMS/M Onyx is painted Yellow to
promote a film reported to be a ‘nice little earner’ for
The Warship Preservation Trust.
Work Starts on Astute
SOCA News Dec 1999
The first steel has been cut for the pressure hull of
HMS/M Astute, lead vessel of Britain’s new class of
nuclear attack S/M’s. Work by a Marconi Company
has begun on the boat at a factory on the Clyde. The
Astute, the largest attack submarine to be built for the
RN is due to enter service in about six years’ time.
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Some Corney Humour to Help Us All Stay Sane
Through the Lock-In
May 4, 2020 ~ Jan Meecham Blog
A friend has contacted me and said that previously
during the lock-in, she had been enjoying the
humour in my blog posts, but that the last post,
about diving during in the cold-war, was far too
serious a subject for the lock-in, so could I please
post something more humorous too, in an effort to
lift her spirits and make her smile. Between you and
me this particular lady is far too practiced at lifting
spirits, usually gin, which does make her smile a lot,
but to please her and try to keep her sober, I’ll post
a few old corny jokes, which will hopefully bring a
few smiles?

In this life, there is nothing quite as wonderful as
being awoken with a kiss by someone who loves
you, unless, of course, you’re in prison.
My wife asked me to pass her tube of lip balm, but by
mistake I handed her my tube of super glue. It was an
honest mistake but she hasn’t spoken to me since.
When I lost all the fingers on my right hand, I asked
the Doctor, ‘will I be able to write with that hand?’ He
said, ‘yes probably, but I wouldn’t count on it.’
The London Metropolitan Police are searching for
a man they believe is responsible for a number of
stabbing incidents. So far, ten people, in different
locations all over the greater London area, have
been stabbed in the buttocks with a knitting needle.
A Police spokesman said, ‘We think the man could
be working to some sort of pattern.’

With the threat of this deadly coronavirus all around
us, we gentlemen of a certain ‘maturity’ tend to be
compelled into considering the ‘Hereafter’. Only this
morning I walked into my kitchen, then stood quite
still for a moment, scratched me ass, then said
quietly to myself, ‘what the heck did I come in
‘Hereafter.’

Don’t wait until you’re on your deathbed to tell people
what you think of them. Tell them to piss off now.
I asked the man in the hardware shop; ‘is this fly
spray good for wasps?’, He said; ‘Oh no! it kills them.
Some youths running away from cops dumped their
cannabis stash in a wetland lake where migrating birds
feed. An exhaustive investigation by a local animal
welfare group concluded: ‘that no tern was unstoned.’
My Grandad saw the Titanic at Southampton and
tried to warn the people that she was going to sink,
but no one would listen to him, so he stood up on a
seat and yelled ‘she’s going to sink she’ll never make
it to New York.’ Well they listened then, they called
the police and he was chucked out of the cinema.
The newly formed Irish Army’s parachute regiment
went up for there first jump today, unfortunately they
missed the world. NASA has been asked to keep a
lookout for them.
The Metropolitan Police reported that earlier today
they had sent a constable to investigate the sound of
gunshots fired at a private home in Paddington. The
constable reported back on the radio that an irate
wife had shot her husband when he walked on the
wet floor she had just mopped. When asked if he had
arrested the woman, the constable is said to have
replied ‘Not yet, Sarge’. The floor’s still a bit damp.’
And please do remember what Albert Einstein said;
‘The only difference between genius and stupidity
is, genius has it’s limits.’
A Few Gems from Saint Mark’s Parish Church
Notice board. Sunday morning sermon will be
‘Jesus walks on water’ and the evening sermon will
be ‘searching for Jesus’. During last evening’s
recital, Miss Lamont sang ‘I may not pass this way
again’. Giving obvious pleasure to the whole
congregation. Wednesday evening, a bean supper
will be served in the parish hall, followed by a
musical evening. The sermon this evening will be
‘What is Hell?’ Come early and listen to the choir
practice. There will be a pot luck supper on
Tuesday, followed by prayer and medication.
Thanks to Jan Meecham for permission to print.

Our
little
Village Pub
was
losing
money so the
Brewery
closed it and
sold
the
building,
which
was
bought by a
group of ex-Submariner stoker navy friends. Right
away they moved in and set-to upgrading the saloon
bar, replacing the one bar electric heater with an
open log burning fire. They replaced the dilapidated
old furniture in the saloon with some up-market,
lazy-boy-style armchairs, with side tables. They
also changed the snug bar into a games room with
snooker, darts, bar skittles, and card and domino
tables. Then the booze started arriving, Watney’s
Red Barrel, best bitter from Yorkshire, Newcastle
brown ale, a number of foreign beers from
Singapore, Hong Kong, and East Africa, and the
best Marsavin wine from Malta. There was also, the
excited locals noticed, around the top shelf one of
the finest collections of single malt Scottish whiskey
ever seen south of the border and also numerous
boxes of Smith’s crisps and pork scratchings. Then
when all the stock was in place, three blousy, live-in
barmaids arrived, also, they employed a Haute
Cuisine Chef, whose signature dish is Spam egg
and chips and full English breakfasts. The locals
were beside themselves with excitement and a
couple of them knocked on the door to see if the
new owners wanted any help in organising an
opening ceremony. Eventually one of the new
owners came to the door and the village spokesman
asked; ‘We just wondered when you are going to
reopen’? The submariner looked perplexed, then
said; ‘Reopen? What do you mean reopen?’
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2020
01 Aug
31/7-3/7

TS Kenya Open Day TBC
Dieso Boats Reunion. DBR Sat 1/8 Plymouth

07 Aug
07 Aug
14 Aug
21 Aug
26 Aug

DS Meeting. No DS Meeting in August
Coffee Morning TS Kenya 10-12 Derby Council Hse
VJ Day no events advised at this time
Rearranged SA AGM/SA
Cancelled CV
Luncheon Club
Cancelled CV

03 Sept
04 Sept
04 Sept
11 Sept

Merchant Navy Day. The MNA have Cancelled CV
DS Meeting. Jubilee Club Chad, Fri 12:30
Coffee Morning RBL Oakwood 10-12 Dy Council Hse
Coffee Morning WFR 10-12 Derby Council Hse

14 Sept

D&D Ex Svc Meeting Council House 10:30am
Coffee Morning RNA 10-12 Derby Council Hse
Luncheon Club The Oak & Acorn Oakwood

18 Sept
30 Sep

02 Oct

DS Meeting. Jubilee Club Chad, Fri 12:30

23 Oct
23Oct
25 Oct

RNC Trafalgar Parade 11:40 Cathedral Green
DS Trafalgar Night Dinner
Cancelled CV
Retard Clocks 1 Hr at 02:00am

TBC
TBC
04 Nov
08 Nov
11 Nov

11 Nov
11 Nov
25 Nov

04 Dec
05 Dec
09 Dec
12 Dec

DS Meeting Jubilee Club Chad, Fri 12:30
Submariners Embankment Parade, London
Chaddesden Children’s Svc, Chadd Park 09:30am
Remembrance Sunday Svc’s Various Locations
DS Armistice Day 11/11 Submariners Services
10am Meet Main Entrance to convoy to 1st Grave
ERA John Brooks C16 & Sig Charles Buttle C25
Armistice Day – Nottm Road Soldiers Corner
11 am Derby & District Service
DS Armistice Day Coffee Morning Jubilee Club
O/C Soldiers Corner Service approx 11:20hrs
Lunch Club Bartlewood Lodge, Ockbrook

DS Meeting. Jubilee Club Chad, Fri 12:30
Army Cadet Band Xmas Concert, Trent Collage TBC
Christmas Lunch Weds Noon Venue TBC
Band of Derby Army Cadet Force Long Eaton

Not a very wonderful past month, computer, lockdown or weather wise, and the pessimistic thought
at the time of writing that the longest day is in less
than a week away, and
then the Nights start
drawing in again! Also, it is
the first time in many years
I have not spent 16 June on
the River Trent bank for the
opening of the Coarse
Fishing Season showing
how serious CV is! On the
subject of CV, Peter &
Joyce sent me this picture
of them commemorating
VE
Day
at
Home.
Hopefully, everyone is up
to date now on activities
and though unofficially I have been told several of
the events on the left are unlikely to occur as stated
I will only put cancelled when advised by those
concerned.
I am well aware hind-sight
is a wonderful thing, and I
am not seeking to be
controversial on Ambush’s
proud name. But, on other
research I came across this
ships badge which was a
WWII
Aircraft
Carrier
(Name of the Class) which
was built in the USA for UK
during WWII.
With the
affiliation of Derby to Ambush. and of course the
only City with the Freedom of the City to the HM
Submarine Service, the bonus naturally would have
been the ‘Derby’ Ram insert! Still, no doubt some
politically correct ‘person’ would say its aggressive
or some such c***, but it was just a thought’
HMS Kenya. Some who take Navy News may have
seen the enquiry from the son of the last CO of
Kenya asking the whereabouts of the Ships Bell.
This is of course in pride of place as Derby’s WWII
adopted Warship in the Council house Ceremonial
entrance, and the son advised by email. The 16/6
reply says he is delighted that the Derby Old Salts
have looked after Bell so well, and he would have
liked to have used it to ‘Clap’ the NHS. He is in lockdown abroad at present, but hopes to travel to
Derby City Council to view the Ceremonial Entrance
in the future. Hopefully it will be allowed to remain
in this very proud location alongside Holland I, HMS
Sovereign and indeed HMS Ambush old and new
artefacts, and the RN Naval Standards on Display.
NEWSLETTERS ONLINE
Current & One year Back Issues on Derbyshire
Submariners Web Page

Please Note that events marked Cancelled CV
are those that have been advised officially to DS
by organisers, or decided by DS as Cancelled in
the case of our own meetings and social events
such as Lunch Clubs.

http://www.godfreydykes.info/derbyshire_submariners_page.html

Views & comments of this newsletter do not always
reflect the official policy, or the decisions of the
Derbyshire Submariners
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